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VICTORIA ( .(CP)-The 
British Columbia govern- 
mend .has approved con- 
struction of a massive B.C, 
Hydro power dam on the 
Columbia River . near 
Revelstoke, Labor Minister 
Allan Williams said Men- 
~W'illiams told a news 
conference that conditions 
will be imposed on Hydro ~o 
reflect he economic, social 
/ 
COMMITTEES TO OVERSEE 
I 
B.C.'s biggest 
dam ap,proved 
caused by construction of 
the $1 billion dam. 
He said two committees 
will be established to 
prepare environmental 
guidelines and monitor 
consultations between 
Hydro and local groups in 
the dam a~ea.. 
Both committees ~ be 
made up of provincial public 
servants, and Hydro is to 
pay the cost of the tom- 
undenvtronmentalconcerns mittses, said WilHums. ConUnued page S* 
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Veteran NDP 
members quit 
Hydro would be allowed to 
set its own schedules for 
completion, which the 
Crown corporation has said 
should he in 1982. 
• Williams, who chaired the 
cabinet committee that 
heard the appeal against the 
dam, . rejected the 
suggestion that 'the 
restrictions put. on Hydro 
would be weak and Inef- 
• fectusl. 
Spellbound by a story read by library asshtant Maria Young, preschool 
have resumed for the school year. 
been campaigning for 
weeks. A nomination 
meeting has been set for 
Oct, ~-, two days after the 
party says geedbye to the 72- 
year-old former leader and 
Saskatchewan premier at a 
testimonial dinner. 
Brewin and Gilbert 
represant the Teronto.aren 
ridings.of Greenwood and 
Broadview, respectively. 
Brewin, 70 on Monday, is 
leaving, like Douglas, 
beeause.of his age. Gilbert, 
01~AWA (CP) -- Three 
veteran New Demooratie 
Party MPs -- former lender 
T .C . .  Doug las ,  ~ Andrew 
Brewi~ and John Gilbert -- 
are quitting politics at .the 
next. general election, 
opening three of the party's 
safest federal seats for ueweomem. 
• Candidates are already 
lining up for a chance to 
replace the three. 
.In the British Columbia 
tiding new held by Douglas, 
personal reasons. 
Douglas captured his 
current seat -  formerly 
Nunalmo-cowichan-The 
Islands, now Nanaimo- 
Alberni because of 
redistribution -- in a 19~9 
byelection after losing a 19~8 
campaign battle In 
Saskatchewan. 
The .riding has a long 
socialist tradition, going 
hack to 1935 when J.S. 
spent a happy afternoon downstairs in the Hbrary Saturday. Story hours 
't 
to Britain 
processes to obtain greater 
value from. coal including 
Just. straight burning, 
gasuifleation and other 
procesees,"he said. 
:'They the NCB canhelp us 
with the technology for the 
thermal plan and higher use 
of the Hat Creek coal." 
people for. so little cast,': 
Soutar claimed. 
He also pointed to a 
sur#ey done in Prince• 
Rupert which stated that 46 
per cent of high school 
students have taken drugs 
at some time, and fewer 
Continued on page 2 
Terrace, aecourding to a 
.board spokesman. 
Allan Soutar, chairman of 
the library .board,. to ld 
council the library is "a 
focat point of. the com- 
munity" especially during 
the long winter months. 
• At present, .Terrace 
lihrary is below the stand 
for libraries in the province 
both in size of building and 
sumber ~ books, Soutar 
said, 
Speaking to the need for 
extended floor space, the 
library board chairman 
stated, that other recreation 
facilities In.town, such a s 
the swimming pool and ice 
arena, are slective in the 
.m~nnbe~ of people they cater 
m, while the library is a 
function used by 5,800 local 
borrowers, 
The l ibrary' provides 
records, rending for fun, 
facts and figures, maps for 
consultation and hobble 
information, Soutar said. 
the areas which concerned 
British businessmen was the 
Canadian government's 
Foreign Investment Review 
Agency. 
"However, because we 
had the.federal officials with 
us, I think we resolved most 
of their concerns," Bennett 
Local parents to Vancouver meeting 
Herald staff writer • 
Teenage. pregnailcles, 
venereal disease, and un, 
wanted births are some of 
the problems the .Planned 
Parenthood .Association of 
B.C, and its .branch in 
Terrace are trying to solve. 
This week two 
representatives from the 
Terrace chapter, Joyee 
Krauss and Liz Mangi, will 
bealteadlng the. 16th annual 
general meeting, of the 
provincial association being 
held in Vancouver where 
delegates from the 16 
organizations in B,C. will 
meet for workshops and 
information swapping. 
Krause said the local 
group plans to .eo-erdinale 
its activities with. these of 
the provincial group. 
"We're such a new group 
and we've .got to become 
more fun~ar with the B.C. 
organization," she stated. 
The Terrace •Planned 
Parenthood society was 
formed this past spring and 
now has a membership of.16. 
This Will be their first 
meeting with the B.C. group 
which will feature keynote 
speaker Lynn Smith, 
chairman of the legal sub, 
committee, who will speak 
on "Child Abuse and the 
Law." 
number one objective of 
both the provineisl and the 
local planned parenthood 
groups, Krause explained. 
At present hey are get- 
ting together a program to 
present to the dsparment of 
education in Vieteria for 
approval before being 
brought into the soh~01s. 
• An information centre and 
library for the general 
public is being organized in 
Terrace to make people 
.aware .of the various 
alternatives of planning a 
family. 
"Teennga •Pregnancy is 
the most visible problem," 
Krause stated, "and VD is of, 
course another, concern," 
bet with .proper information 
and knowledge both 
problems can be reduced, 
Krause. said the 
organization plans to urge 
governments . oconcentrate 
on prevention of these 
problems ' rather than 
solutions such as abortion, 
Ter race  P lanned 
Parenthood Is inviting elt 
new members to Join their 
organization. 
Meetings are held once a 
month, with the next one 
scheduled for September 28 
at 8:30. in the basement of 
the librarv. 
Joyce Krause with son Jason. Krnuse will represent .the 
Terrace Planned Parenthood Asseclatton at the provlnelal 
meeting In Vancouver thls week. 
National .Coal Board, NCB 
the premier announced that 
Alex. Eadie, British energy 
minister, and Joseph 
Gibson, a senior member Of 
the NCB, will visit B.C. in 
November for talks on coal 
technology. 
He said the. talks might 
have a strong impact on •the 
B.C. economy and might 
result in more jobs. 
Bennett said his own tallm 
with the NCB, .which is 
already providing B.C. 
Hydro with technical 
assistance in the develop- 
ment of the Hat Creek coal 
deposits, were of great long- 
term interest. 
"We talked of the various 
The premier, who 
heading an 18 day economic 
mission to Europe, said 
private companies might 
also benefit from the 
technology and in turn 
provide more Jobs. 
Britain is ahead In the field 
of coal technology because 
of the .country's dwindling 
reSOurCes.. 
"There is .the posalbility 
here for discussions on 
future technology so that we 
can get the best utilization 
possible out of B.C,'s eoal 
resources," he said.• 
With the premier• in 
Europe are Don Phillips, 
economic development 
minister and Evan Wolfe,, 
minister of finance. 
New trial ordered 
in Kent shootings 
CINCINNATI. (AP)- The 
6th U.S, ~ Circuit Court of 
Appeals ordered a new trial 
Monday for Gov.. James 
Rhodes, state officials and 
National Guardsmen named 
in a $6.million damage suit 
stemming from the 1970 
shootings at Kent State 
University in which four 
students were killed, 
The appellate court, in a 
unanimous decision, 
overturned an earlier uling 
because at least one ~uror 
had been "threatened and 
assaulted during the trial by 
a person interested in its 
outcome." 
The defendants had been 
cleared of .financial iability 
intheearlier t ialin the U.S, 
District Court of Judge Don 
Young. 
The alleged harassment 
eceurred near the end of the 
A spokesman for Ars 
Treasury Board .President on  
15 weed trial on damages Robert Andras said Monday 
sought by those wounded the bonus will be applicable 
and the survivors of four to  .CUPW members . V.~I~|OMII--U--IM--A'--~ 
students killed during an classified as bilingual, even 
anti-war demonstration though the postal workers Arson is suspected in two 
May 4, 1970, They claimed did not. take part in Kitimat fires that occurred 
take adequate precautions negotiations on the on Gull Street over the 
to prevent injuries after pi'emium. 
armed and untrained weekend. The bonus was won by the Police say a shed owned 
guardsmen were order to Service Alliance of Canada, by  Mr. and Mrs. E.A. 
the campus, 
A .jury also cleared the 
president of the university 
and Ohio National Guard 
officers and enlisted men of 
liability in the case. 
.It •was reported to the 
district Judge that one Juror 
had been threatened three 
times .and assaulted on one 
occasion. But, the appellate 
court noted, the Judge did 
not question the threatened 
juror to learn what effect it 
had on him or whether he 
had discussed the threats. 
Taylor won it for the CCF, 
forerunner of the NDP Bill Bennett of British became the B,C. success portunity to participate in would visit B,C. in early 
aspirants forlds Job have 68, is qultting for family and Continued 'page Z Cciumbiaheldaround-table ratio before.the agency is B,C." November. 
discussion with 20 British '~ 'about 90 percent. . He notre that while the 
• Jr ~. I , "l /11 . .  . Mminessmen.Monday nd ,.:'.'! would anticipate.that .=Earli.er,.,,~fo!Ibwlng .~ ~a coal IzDara is 'adVanced in 
"~ "w,1.~,.~.- ~,~.e,~ . ,~. , f '~qb,t ,4, ,~6~. J~,l,m,m,,a,a-L-Lq~J1~L ~,PJI, J[. ~al~e meres, sao~t~en, have with the government of thepmuonal CoaJBoard, the that, favorable business. 
investments Canada nd the agency will premier said British Energy dealings may result from 
1- -1  province, continue to improve.. We MiniSter Alex Eadie and the visit. llDr y JL JLJL pressedthat onc British firm eX- in te ,es t  in feelvery poaltive about new ~oneph .Gil~on, a senior,. 
. • developing ~ew markets for Carrying coals A referenenm will he held processed fishing products. 
which has been under Brisebois, 32 Gull St., was 
pressure from Montreal set alight early Friday 
area members tO negotiate evening. The family was 
compensation for workers absent at the time and the 
required to use both alarm was given by an 
languages, unidentified woman who 
Spokesmen for several alerted ncighhours, 
other unions with members Police are eager to con- 
who serve the public in two tact the woman who said she 
languages including Bell had seen three people 
Canada operators, Air running from the scene of Canada ticket agents and the fire, 
Montreal municipal white- Saturday a standing 
collar workers, said they clothes line at 38 Gull St., 
had no plans to fight for a was drenched in methyl 
language premium, hydrate and set afire. 
in the future to determine 
whether Terrace public 
library will be allotted the 
funds to construct a $175,000 
extension to its' present site. 
A delegation from the 
library board appeared.at 
lastnight's council meeting 
asking that council grant 
approval for the referencum 
which would double the floor 
space of the facility which 
provides a valuable, service 
to about half the residents of 
"All these things are He said the 'iniUal query 
available in the library," he would be pursued, 
stated. "We were .heartened at 
The library also. has the type of discussion,, he 
special services for children "and Were surprised .at 
senior citizens, retarded . some of the more specific 
persons, the handicapped, inquiries that could relate in 
and French and foreign . more immediate investment 
language speaking residents that we set out to develop'on 
, as well as the arts council this trip." 
and profit and non-profit 
organizations. 
"No other service in 
Terrace serves so many 
LONDON (CP)- Premier 
Bill Bennett. said Monday 
• that Britain's . coal 
utilization technology could 
provide a major boost o the 
Bennett is making a tour economy of British 
of Western Europe to drum _ .~olmnbia. 
for British Columbia. ~ Following a meeting with 
The premier said one Of officials of the state owned 
LONDON (CP)- Premier 
NEW MARKETS FOR B.C. PRODUCTS 
Bennett encouraged by 
European businessmen 
i 
said. "In part, this was also applicants having the op- member.of the coal board, 
At the meeting at the coal 
board 's  London 
headquarters mission 
members watched an 
illustrated presentation .of searched by security staff 
the•prngress in developing on •Monday, a procedure 
processes for refining coal. whlch is said to be norrnal at 
Bennett .was to meet that hotel, 
Bilingual bonus 
offered if wanted 
By DAVID GERSOVITZ 
MONTREAL (CP)- The 
federal government has 
agreed to pay •a. bilingual 
bonus to some civil servants 
bet the Qmsdian Union of 
Postal Workers ~W says 
it will never accept a policy 
forcing members to speak 
both languages on the Job. 
• Jean-Claude Parrot,  
president .of. the postal 
workers, said in a telephone 
interview from Ottawa on 
Monday that the CUPW is 
not,interested in.a bonus 
became union policy since 
1974 has been that French 
must be the sale working 
~uegbe~ .  of thepost °ffice in 
English should be the only 
working language inthe rest 
of the country, the union says. 
postal workers say that 
bilingual requirements., for 
jobs are a denial of workers' 
seniority rights. 
Officials of the. Quebec 
civil servants' union were 
unavailable for comment. 
However, a push for a 
bonus probably will come 
when the Associated 
Railway Unions draw up 
contract demands later this 
month on behalf of 100,000 
workers across the country. 
Ed Finn~ spokesman for 
the Canadian Brotherhood 
of Railway, Transport and 
General Workers said from 
Ottawa that the rail unions 
made, and subsequently 
dropped, a demand for a 
bilingual bonus in 1975 
during .the last national 
negotiations. 
.The outcome may be 
different his Ume because 
the government decision, to 
pay a bonus to its civil 
servants "sets a precedent 
which other employers in 
public sector won't be able 
to r~ist," Finn said; 
Prime Minister James 
Cs i la~n today. 
The mission algo will 
attend another round,table 
_meeting, ~hls. time With 
~ui'ecteks :~-ffnk~ial ' i 0 
restraint institutions. 
Bennett said he has not 
noticed, any security 
precautions involving the 
mission. 
Reporters entering the 
London Hilton Hotel were 
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This amphibious Cessna 206 _will soon be a p U l i a - h i e  for charter when Sharpies ay they will be open for business as soon as the company's 
Terrace Air Ltd. begins operations. Owners Max Neubacher, left, and Cliff operating certiflcute is granted. 
New charter company formed 
A new charter aircraft company, said the ap- 
company will be. operating plieation for charter license 
out of Terrace airport once has already been approved 
Terrace Air Ltd. is.granted and he is hoping to receive 
an operating certificate, work. on the. operating 
Cliff Sharpies, one of the certificate withing 50 days. 
owners of the ° charter Sharpies, alo.ng with Max 
I I 
Neubacher and Ray hope to add a Cessna 185 to said, but can.be also be used 
Skoglund, began working the fleet, for longer flights. 
toward the establishment of.  The planes, which carry The air craft available 
the business about a year. from three to four through the charter eom- 
ago and have since acquired passengers, will probably be pony are amphibious single 
two light aircraft, a Cessna used mostly for travel in the engine types with both 
206 and a Cessna 182. Ther surrounding/area, Sharpies wheels and floats. 
Brownies sign up this week 
Brownies and guides .in To function in small 
,the Kitsumgailum district, groups; 
north of the railway tracks, 
will be able to register for - To make friends and 
the coming season at have fun; 
Parkside school on Sop- : To achieve a sense of 
tember 15 from 7 to 8 p.m. pride in accdmplishment; 
Girls from the ages of ,To acquire pracUcal and 
seven to 10 '. can jo in leadership skills; . 
Brownies and girls I0 to 14  _ . . . .  
can becomes guides , . ,  ; . Tnere are mreej~rowme • . " - . o • . 
,l~.eai~ofg~,!sco~.~sn~: :om~:~l~S f~rstr~. K~t~ 
adulthood by cetttn~ them first, led by SherH Onstem, 
involved in S'OCi~ai situations meets Monday afternoons 
from 3:30 to 5 at Parkside 
school; the E.T. Kenny 
group, led by Clara Halber, 
meets Wednesdays from 
3:30 to 5; the third company, 
led by Ethel Jackson, meets 
Mondays at Uplands chool 
from .3 to 4:30. 
The guide company meets 
Monday evenings at 
Parkside school from 7 to 9. 
Registration fee for the 
year is $5 and all girls must 
be accompanied bya parent 
for registration. 
Brownies. and guides in 
both the Kitsumgailum and 
Skeena districts are 
preparing for a memorial 
service to be held later this 
month to honour Lady 
Badden-Powell, a pioneer in 
the field of scouting who 
passed away earlier this 
year. 
I 
Girls from the ages of seven to 14 can register for the Kitsulgallum District 
Brownie and Guide Troop's activities Thursday, Sept. 15. 
where they can learn 
leadership, independence 
and good citizenship. 
Scouting is a learning 
process, yet is is also fun. 
The girls are involved in 
camping trips, outings, 
working toward badges and 
learning var ious hand- 
crafts. 
The nbjectives of rl 
Guides of Canada provide 
opportunities for girls: 
To develop personal 
values and respect for self 
and others; 
- To develop respect for 
nature and the order of 
things; 
- To have new experiences 
and outdoor adventure" 
- To achieve p sense of 
well-being; 
- To learn the importance 
of decision making. 
NORAD shows signs of age 
bombs falling outside, and using equipment 
that ranges from radars to sensitive cameras 
mounted at Cold Lake, Alta., the men of 
NORAD are able to track everything up to the 
"garbage ' left by past space shots - used up 
satellites and such in orbit around the earth. 
They can tell you waht's flying in Canadian 
air space and what the Canadian Alouette and 
Anik satellites have done in the past and are 
doing new. 
NORAD is under the command of a U.S. 
general. The No. 2 man is always a Canadian 
na dhe takes over when the American is away. 
The deputy commander today is Lt., Gem 
David R. Adamson of Lloydminster, Sask., and 
Vegreville, Alta. 
This is NORAD today: 
- The DEW Line'. 31 radar stations from 
Greelend to Alaska- 21 in Canada. It stretches 
3,300 miles and is shrunken from days when 
bombers were perceived to be a greater threat. 
The sites are manned by civilians under 
supervision of Canadian and U.S. military. 
-Pinetree Lines: Across mid.Canada under 
complete control of Canadians. This includes 
smaller caner and radar facilities feeding 
information to Cold Lake and St. Margaret' 
s near Chatham, N.B. 
- Canadian CF-I04 Voodoos and U.S. Air 
Force Delta Darts, F-4 Phantoms and Voodoos 
intercepting and investigating anything 
suspicieus that flies. 
Information from all of these is sent to 
Colorado Springs where sophisticated radar 
systems examine and report. 
The commander can call on mere than 
240,000 persons in Canada and the U.S. to report 
or respond. He can call on fighters, .missiles, 
surveillance systems, radar-carrying ships and 
planes. ' 
NORAD is d~ded into eight regions, only one 
of which is completely in Canada - the one 
under control ~ef the Canadian Forces base in 
North Bay, Onlz~ 
Changes ar@q~oming: 
Experts are i,swestigating whether the DEW 
Line can be operated by remote radar-leaving 
the highly expensive technicians farther south. 
Canada is looking at complete revision of the 
Pinetree line, at considerable expense. ' . 
Both Canada and the U.S. are investigating 
radar systems that can see farther and lower 
than the DEW and Pinetree Lines - something 
athat can see over the' horizon and something 
that can cope with the expected Soviet response 
to the recently developed U.S. low flying cruise 
missiles. 
Canada has decided to spend up to $2 billion 
on a replacement for its Voodoos. The U.S. will 
replace its fighters. 
Critics in the Commons have said for years 
that NORAD to a great degree is aimed at 
countering the manned bomber a threat many 
believe does not exist today. 
The government and military say that is too 
simplistic. They say the Soviet Backfire 
bomber can reach North America. Moreover 
they say NORAD is necessary to defend 
Canadian sovereignty. 
They say if the Soviet 'Union once gets the 
idea it can ignore our sovereignty with im- 
ponity it will do just that. 
Meanwhile, Canada is planning changes to 
give it greater control over its airspace in the 
1980s. 
i '  
/ ,  , 
OTTAWA (CP)- A defence arrangement 
between Canada nd the U.S. designed to detect 
any threat in or near North American air space 
was 20 years old Monday and showing signs of 
old age. 
As the birthday of North American Air 
Defence Command NORAD was being 
celebrated at itsmountain cave headquarters 
in Colarado Springs, Col., both governments 
to make it more effective. 
At the same time questions continue whether 
one of the main reasons for the alliance's 
existence, fear of attack from Soviet bombers 
flying over the North, is not long past in this 
atomic and missile age. 
On sept. 12, 1957, NORAD came into being, 
the first, two nation, all service military 
organization to funetion in North America. 
Just a month before, the $350 million, 3,000 
mile Distant Early Warning Line DEW Line 
chain of radar stations under joint U.S. and 
Canadian operation went into service across 
the northern rim of the continent, another 
pioneering venture in defence co-operation. 
The idea was and is to detect Soviet bombers 
heading for the North American heartland and 
to send interceptors to stop them. 
As the art of war has advanced the job has 
grown to detect anything potentially 
threatening that flies satellites, in- 
tercontlnentai ballistic missiles ICBMs, Soviet 
aircraft that constant[, test the North 
American defence system, whatever is flying 
high above the northern sk~: ~ of the Soviet 
Union. 
Sitting inside their Colorado molmtain, in an 
area mounted on springs so that men and 
equipment can withstand the vibration of 
Revelstoke dam 
There have been fears was Included' in the com- 
~ exprossed that Revelstoke 
could be endangered by land 
~,~ faults upstream from .the 
city which could send slides 
into the new dam. 
Consumer. and Corporate 
.~ Affairs Minister Raft Mair, 
" another member of the 
... committee, said the slide 
problem was not part of 
their terms of reference. 
Mair said the issue came 
up only once during five 
days of hearings. 
The Society for Pollution 
and Environmental Control 
SPEC had opposed the dam 
largely on the grounds that 
Hydro's electrical growth 
projections were. inflated 
and the Bevelstoke project 
was unnecessary at the 
present ime. .  
....... Williams said. that the 
~ oommittee, in listening to 
arguments over. Hydro's 
energy forecasting,, had 
i!~!; concluded that ':it is 
desirable to have an 
I organization independent of
Hydro to do the forecasting" 
and such a reeommenda.tton 
mittee's report. 
.A l so  appealing- the 
issuance of the water license 
to. Hydro were .the B.C. 
Wildlife Federation, West 
Kooteuny 0udoommen and 
Cellulo~ Co. Ltd. 
SPEC, the federation and 
the .  o .u tdoorsmen 
organization had all argued 
that. the conditlons, of the 
eriginal:water licemm were 
inadequate for the 
protection of the en, 
vironment and .for the 
provision of satisfactory 
compensation for en- 
vironmental :loss and 
'damage. 
But BiC. Hydro chairman 
Robert Bonnet said In an 
interview Monday .the go- 
ahead for the dam is "good 
news for the province." 
Bonner said the dam, 
when.completed, ~ assure 
sufficient supplies . ot 
electricity for the province 
' until at least the mid-199as. 
He said the Revelstoke 
Dam became an especially 
vital project after the 
From page 1 
~ ovlncial pollution control ant ruled against Hydro's 
~ans to_expand its Borrard • 
ermal power plant in 
Vancouver. 
.The Burrard plant, which 
produces 16 percent of the 
total electricity capacity of 
B.C. Hydro, uses oil as a 
fueld. The pollution control 
branch ruled that expansion 
of the plant would not be 
possible because of pollution 
factors. 
Terry Clmnfler, assistant 
of the Society for Pollution 
and Environmental Control, 
said SPEC is disappointed 
• at the. announcement that  
Hydro can go ahead with the 
project.. 
He said the B.C. Energy 
Commission had indicated 
the dam could have .been 
delayed, two years without 
impairing B.C.'s energy 
supplies . . . . .  
"We felt this project could' 
be delayed for two years o 
some really serious studies- 
could be carried out on the 
.alternatives for producing 
power," he said. "The dam 
may not be necessary;" 
NDP loses members 
from page 1 
Colin Cameron captured it 
for the CCF and later the 
NDPIn 1953, 1957, 1962,1963, 
1965, and 1968. 
He stepped aside in 1969 to 
let Douglas, then party 
leader, win it ln a byelee- 
tlon. 
NDP spokesmen say the 
campaign for the 
nomination is a hot one. 
Three candidates - -  
government biologist 0wen 
Kennedy, high school 
teacher Ted Miller and Joy 
Leach, school board 
member and Canadian 
Union of Public Employees 
worker -- are after the 
part•pnOd. Lea er FA Bread- 
bent and Donglas will attend 
the .Oct. 9. nomination 
meeting. 
Brewin has held the 
Greenwood seat in Toronto 
for 15 years, but he was 
defeated tn five general 
electiomi before his first win 
in 1962:. Gilbert has held 
Boradview since 1965, 
through four general 
elections. 
John Sewelll a Toronto 
aldermen who does not 
belong• to the New 
Democratic Party, and 
Richard Johnson, a cam- 
~aign .worker for retiring 
ntario NDP Leader 
Stephen Lewis, .are said to 
be interested in-: Gilbert's 
seat. 
Brewin's Greenwood seat 
]ms. also been altered by 
redistribution, but that has 
not p~e_vented a number of 
New Democrats from ex- 
pressing interest in running 
for the nomination.. 
.. Among those said to be 
interested is James Laxer, 
former leader of the so- 
called Waffle and rannor-up 
to David Lewis in a party 
leadersl|ip race in 1971. 
U.N. iHousing loans] 
mefiso,, j set for area 
The 31st General Assembly, A federal,loan program, f or.j re ~lmb~tJ0.n :.anil : 
standing adjourned since upgrading of homes .in ,no~n,  r~-~.~a/al:.,t~-, ,o 
last December, will resume munities has been~ announced ,~:,$~a..:i~=bX~n~ ~. 
Campngnolo n behalf of Urban Affairs Minister today to receive reports on 
efforts, largely un- 
successful,, over the past 
year to recycle more of the 
West's industrial wealth to 
poorer countries. 
Delegates to the 147 
country assembly will hear 
statements from Allan 
MacEachen of Canada and 
Manuel Perez-Guerrero f 
Venezuela, co-chalrman of 
the Conference on In- 
ternational Economic Co- 
operation which met in 
Paris last spflng. 
MacEachen, government 
leader in the Canadian 
Commons and former ex- 
ternal affairs minister, 
represented, the . eight 
Western . industrialized 
countries in the economic 
talks, known popularly as 
the North-Soutsth dialogue 
Library 
Continued from page 1 
• than three per cent of high 
school students go o/i to 
attend university, con- 
eluding that. intellectual 
development is lacking in 
the area. 
The addition would .be 
3,700 square feet, bringing 
the total floor space of the 
building up to 7,100 square 
feet. 
Cost to the average 
homeowner for the in- 
'creased mill ~ rate the ex- 
tension would mean would 
be. about $4.56, Soutnr 
estimated, or "about the 
coot of a case of beer." 
The • library ..board 
chairman was aslded the 
number of users outside the 
district and the point was 
brought up that the regional 
district might be  ap- 
proached for financing. 
Soutar eplied that only a 
small number of library 
users outside residents 
made me of the library, for 
a $12 annual.fee. He said he 
felt the library should 
remain a town llbraw with 
outside access by dues. 
The request had gone to a 
committee level earlier •in 
the summer who had 
recommended the  
referendum not take place, 
but  council members 
reversed their decision after 
hear ing  Soutar ' s  
representation. 
A date for referendum will 
be set sometime in the near 
future. 
Andre Ouelet. 
The Joan. scheme, called the Rural Residential 
Rehabilitation Program, allows up to $10,000 for the 
rehabilitation and upgrading of houses in rural 
communities where population does not exceed 2,500. 
Dependent upon income, up to $3,750 of each $10,050 
loan can be forgiven. 
Communities of Chetwynd and Burns Lake has 
already made use of the program and as of yester- 
day's announcement, .many more communities 
become immediately eligible. 
' The northern areas designated to benefit from 
assistance have an estimated population of 10~,050 
including 12,000 statns_.Indlans, and covers the 
regional .districts of. Sttldne, Kitimat,Stiklne, Peace 
River-Liard, Buckley-Nechako, Central Coast, 
Cariboo, Fraser, Fort George, and the Skeena-Queen 
(Zarlottes. 
These areas will share part of 8700,000 allotted to 
B.C. from. now until the end of this year. 
Watch schools 
and playgrounds 
, OL . NEW  
• Drive safely for our children's sake! 
~ Province of British Columbia 
MinlsW~of Highways and Public Works! 
I Book-keeper 
A local real estate firm requires the servicesof • 
bookkeeper one pert-time basis~ The applicant 
should be able to work without .uparvlsio~ and 
will be required to work approximately two days 
per week. Previous experience is essential aS 
duties include payroll and keeping a complete 
set of books. Typing experience is also required. 
Apply in person~to Mr. J. Currie at Pruden & 
Currle (1976) Ltd., 4MII Lakelso Ave., Terrace. 
B.C. 
Arthritis patient Ray Hadfleld of Vancouver kicks off the local Canadian Arthritis 
and Rheumatism Society's door.to-door canvassing campaign here. Hadfleid, 
formerly superintendant of the B.C. motor vehicle branch, has steel and plastic 
Joints in his knees and feet plus radioactive isotopes Implanted in the Joints to 
allevintearthfltic symptoms. CARS provided the funding for research to develop 
the surgical techniques, practiced only in Vancouver and Hamilton, Ont..as well 
members of the Order of the Royal.Eurple will campaign all day this week 
haecldng on every door in the municipality to reach the~ eampaign's target 
amount of $3,000. 
Labor wins in 
Norway elections 
OSLO Reuter - Leaders of The party, Labor's 
Norwav's three party non parliamentary ally in the 
seeiafis't eaalition." ¢o~ed~ -*e~'~..m~,,l~,:'~on':o~:~..gne 
par ty l /ad -~ta in td~lh~ ~*~YliUM .• rforvl~; ~on- 
a closely fought general sorvative party leader, said 
election, the non socialist bid for 
With a lmost  all votes 
counted after Monday's 
ballot, Pr ime Minister 
Odvar Nordli's Labor 
government was assured Of 
staying in office by a narrow 
margin, they saidd.. 
• Labor held 78 of 
Parliament's 155 seats and 
the non-secinlits combined 
70 seats. 
The Socialist Left party 
SV was almost wiped out. 
government power ap- 
peared to have failed. 
The . Conservatives, the 
Christian People's Party 
and the Center Agrarian 
Party formed an Opposition 
centre right alliance as a 
clear alternative to con- 
.tinued Labor rule. 
Monday was the second 
andlast day of voting, with a 
heavier poll rep0rted that.in 
the 1973 elections, in which 
the socialist government 
gained power bya margin of 
only 84 .votes in~0ne con~ 
sti~ency: ....
power for, only seven of the 
lnst~42~y'ears. .... ~ ' • 
The present Labor 
government borrowed 
heavily against anticipated 
revenues from Norway's 
offshore oil and pursued an 
expansionist  economic 
policy, holding unem- 
ployment below 1.5 percent 
and giving Norway one of 
the world's highest in- 
vestment rates.. 
But the opposition argued 
that Norway now has the 
world's highest production 
costs because of inflation 
and excessive pay claims. 
Gas-g7 lping cars 
outlawed in U,S. 
WASHINGTON (AP)- The 
U.S. Senate rallied Monday 
behind a proposal to outlaw 
the iproduCtion of fuel- 
inefficient automobiles after 
1979, rejecting an effortto 
strike the ban from an 
energy conservation bill. 
In a 55 to 27 vote, the 
Senate affirmed the 
recommendation of its 
energy committee to 
require all 1930 model year 
ears to achieve at least 16 
miles a gallon, a minimum 
that would rise to 21 miles a 
The 9 to 9 vote by the 
committee left intact 
President Carter's proposal 
for raising the eelling on 
interstate gas. to $1.75 per 
thousand cubic feet from 
$1.45. 
Republicans and oil-state 
senators, however, planned 
to make at least one attempt 
today to gradually raise the 
Carter price ceiling to $2.41 
by 1931 and to a higher level 
~ter that. . 
The proposal to b.an fuel in 
gallon by 1985. efficient cars m sub- 
. In a separate action, the stantially different than the 
energy committee itself approach taken by Carter's 
narrowly rejected a plan for energy program, which 
the gradual deregulation of /cal ls for taxes on such 
natural gas prices, automobiles. 
 Escaped convicts 
back in jail 
SAULT STE. MARIE, Police, who had set up 
Ont..(CP)- Two escaped ~road •blOcks, eventually 
convicts were back in stepped the car about 130 
custody Monday following a kilometres (85 miles) south 
police chase in thick fog of Wawa. 
Sunday along the Trans- Clark was arrested at the 
Canada Highway and a scene, the Kirk fled into 
search through dense bush. dense bush bordreing the 
Provincial police said highway.' 
Darrell •Charles Kirk and 
Richard Stanley Clark, both Police said Chieo, a police 
19 and both from British iracker dog, was called in 
Columbia,. have been rescue helicopter from 
charged with possession of Canadian Forces Base 
weapons dangerous to the Borden joined the search. 
Kirk was eventually public peace. 
Police said the two men located by the dog and gave 
escaped Aug. ~ from the up without a struggle. 
regionalcorrection ce tre m Police said no shots were 
Kamloope, B.C. fired. 
Some Senate leaders, 
including Henry Jackson 
Dem. Wash. billed the 
proposal as a possible 
alternative, to that tax, 
which now is being con- 
sidered by the Senate 
finance committee. : 
But Senator Don Riegle 
Dam. Mich., the major 
opponent of the gas mileage 
minimum, complained that 
"I'm afraid we're going to 
get both" the tax and the 
minimum standards. 
The  House of 
Representatives already 
has passed awatered own 
version of the tax. 
Voting 52 to 28, the Senate 
rejected a second proposal 
by Reigle that would have 
invalidated the minimum 
mileage standards if 
Congress enacts the fuel 
tax. 
Existing law requires the 
auto industry to produce 
cars with a fleet average of 
27.5 miles a gallong by 1985. 
But .this law does not 
prohibit inefficient cars as 
such, so long as enough fuel- 
efficient ears are produced 
in each model year to offset 
the less efficient cars and 
still meet fleet 
requirements. 
The Senate proposal 
would retain this 27.5 mile a 
gallon fleet standard, but 
would •also establish new 
min imum mi leage  
requirements. 
Auto makers could face 
fines up to $10,000 for 
manufacturingcars that 
'exceeded, the specified 
minimum standards. , 
NDP slams 
labor code 
VICTORIA (CP); The 
oppos i t ion  continued 
criticism in the. British 
Columbia legislature 
Monday of the Social Credit 
government's .planned 
amendments o the Labor 
Code. 
Opposition speakers aid 
during second reading 
debate of the bill containing 
labor code amendments that 
would meat seriousiy hinder 
unorganized, low-income 
working .women. 
The eiticism came as a 
motion to suspend ebate on 
the bill was defeated 27 to 17 
by the .government 
majority. Liberal leader 
Gordon Gibson and 
Barrett said Will iams 
seems, to. be intent on 
disrupting a peaceful labor 
climate in B.C. 
"There's no political 
ese-for this. You're 
ng into a buzzsaw." 
Norm Levi NDP , Van- 
couver .Burrard said the 
legislation "is the thin edge 
of the wedge of right-to- 
work legislation." 
Wallace also said he was 
about he motivation for the 
changes and speculated 
they were the direct result 
of strong employer's group 
pressure. 
Dennis Cooke NDP.- New 
Westminster said Williams 
introduced the bill because 
Progressive Conservative he was the only cabinet 
leader Scott Wallace joined minister yet .to produce a 
the New Democratic Party piece of negative l gislation.- 
in calling.for the pause. Cocke said the bill will 
Opposition leader. Dave 
Barrett said the. legislation 
will drive working.women 
making marginal incomes 
back onto welfare. 
Barrett said that• because 
the legislation makes union 
organization more difficult, 
it will .indirectly remove 
motivation for workers, the 
majority of whom are 
women, to continue at low- 
paying lobs. 
Labor Minister. Allan 
Williams said earlier that 
blame for theplight of the 
low paid working woman 
should be directed at big 
unions. 
Williams said the trade 
union movement has failed 
to discharge its duties by not 
more actively organizing 
such workers. 
• He said the ~ legislation 
"doesn't make organization 
more difficult .... it doesn't 
make it any easier either... 
• it makes certain a union's 
mandate will be beyond 
question.': 
Opposition . members 
iquestioned Williams on the  
ue~Tessity of the legislation, ~ 
which would. •allow em- 
ployers to ,withhold staff 
lists from union organizers 
and would allow employers 
to give their opinions• to 
workers about union 
organizing activities. 
"What's the purpose, 
what's the reason" asked 
Barrett. "What problems 
are you trying to solve, what 
are you doing it for.!' 
hurt workers in the service 
industry attempting to 
organize. 
"That's who this 
repressive government 
wants to keep enslaved in  
• our society," said cocke. 
Barrett said the bill is an ' 
opportunity for the "small, 
right wing employer.;; _to 
maximize his profits, by 
guaranteeing a poverty 
level pool of labor. 
The NDP leader said the 
bill only came about 
because Williams. was 
"trying to makehimself 
look good in the eyes of the 
red necks." 
Len Guy, secretary- 
treasurer of the B.C. 
Federation ofLabor, said in 
an interview Monday that 
the fedoratiou isconsidering 
a number of proposals to 
fight the anti-lahor trend of 
the government. 
Guy who spent the day. 
observing the legislature, 
would not reveal any details 
of the plans, hut said several 
options were under con- 
sideration. 
He said~that under the 
former Social Credit  
guallOvenrment, ,we  even- 
y got so disgusted... 
that. we boycotted the 
mediation commission." 
"That is the sort of things 
that the labor .movement 
will do," Guy said. "There 
is six things that could be 
done." 
Guy said that, ultimately, 
"we'll get them at the 
polls." 
Veteran comic 
on CBC mornings 
OTTAWA (CP)- Don 
Harron, one of Canada's 
most vers kk actor -writer 
- comics, began a new 
career Monday as star and 
host of CBC radio's M0r- 
nlngside show. 
Five days a week for three 
hours a day, Harron will 
present a pot-pourri of 
music, comment and in- 
terviews with a satiric 
touch. 
His opening show•included 
a spoofed interview with 
Prime Minsiter Trudeauas 
a so-called unidentified 
source, man-in-the-street 
interviews •on peoples' 
secret ambitions, and an 
interview with a doctor 
specializing in viruses. 
• Harron has been working 
in theatre, radio and 
'television for more than 40 
years and in recent years 
has been best known for his 
character ,  Char l ie  
Farquharson, an outspoken 
Ontario farmer whose 
spoonerisms and twisted 
look at society ha~e ap- 
I~ared in books and on 
private radio. 
But Farquharson will not 
appear on the CBC show. 
Rights to that character 
remain with Toronto radio 
station CFRB. 
Harron's record in 
Canadian theatre is im- 
pressive. He was one of the 
original members of the 
Stratford Festival company 
25 years ago. He wrote the 
book for the TV show Anne 
of Green Gables which later 
.was transferred to the 
Charlottetown Festival 
stage and has been running 
there 13 years. 
He was also an. original 
member of the Spring Thaw 
satirical review which now 
has passed into history. He 
made hisradio debut in 1936 
as a child performer in a 
three-a-week CBC ad-  
venture series. 
Taking over the M0r- 
ningside show, which 
originally featured Judy 
LeMarsh and last season, 
Harry Brown and Maxine 
Crook, it has been renamed 
. Don . Harrison's Mor- 
ningside. Kirsta Maeots is 
exeeutive producer, with a 
dozen producers, story 
writ~s and assistants. 
Harron is reported to 
draw $65,000 a year under 
his ~ew contract. 
H~ promises to bring a 
new, biting,, satirical and 
irreverant wit to the show. 
In the debut edition, be 
supposedly interviewed 
Trudeau on the pending 
cabinet shuffle to replace 
Finance Minister Donald 
Macdonald. But when 
Harron asked whether the 
prime minister had a new 
position for his estranged 
wife, Margaret, the PM 
hung up. 
The CBC :says the 
program, which will be 
carried aily on 27 CBC-AM 
stations, will be "shaped, 
but elastic." 
The first hour is to be a 
fast moving survey of 
current affairs, the second 
hour more probing, with 
interviews and debates, 
andthe third hour is to rove 
over numerous .subjects 
w i th  tape-recorded in- 
terviews from all over the 
country, 
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Terrace Downtown Lions turned its newly.completed tennis courts over to the 
municipality Monday. The Llonsspent hree years and Ls0,ooo on the faeWty for 
excavation, placing drainage fields, fill, fencing and pavement. The court 
features three regMatton-size playing courts. Mayer Dave Maroney, left. gets 
keys to the courts from Lions member Dick Green. Looking on are John 
Walbergs,ehalrman ofthe service club's tennis courts committee and Art SoIley, 
coaching chairman for the tennis club. 
i 
Private insurance 
salesmen 'too dumb' 
• ICTORIA CP + Education 
Minister Pat McGeer, the 
minister esponsible for the 
Insurance Corporation of 
British. Columbia, came 
under fire in the legislature 
Monday for statements 
attributed to him in a Vic- 
teria newspaper last week. 
McGeer was quoted as 
saying he had "always 
believed in socialized 
automobile insurance" and 
who wanted ICBC 
dismantled because "they 
were to God Damndumb." 
NDP MLA Dennis Cocke 
new Westlmlster asked 
MeGreer ff he had mailed a 
copy of the article to the 
Insurance Bureau of 
Canada. 
Outside the house, 
McGeer told reporters that 
although he voted against 
the Automobile Insurance 
Act in 1973, which set up the 
believed .in the advantages.. 
of socialized insurance." : 
But, he said, the'NDP did! 
such a poor job of setting up 
ICBC and runniong it until 
they were defeated in Dec. 
1975, that British Colum- 
bians werew still paying the 
cost. 
As to his remark about he 
intelligence of private in- 
surance dealers, ' "McGeer 
said that they have wanted that he had to give up on 
private insurance dealers corporation, he had "always too much too soon. 
. . . . 
Mortgage f0recIoSure 
. :~/,.  - : .  ~ "~ • • ~. ," , 
survey too hard 
ICTORIACP+ Consumer legislature to make the 
and" Corporate. Affairs 
Minister Mair said Monday 
a survey of .mortgage 
foreclosures in British 
Columbia would not be 
made by his ministry 
because it was too difficult 
to get an accurate number. 
NDP MLA Norm 
LevtVanceuver-Centre "had 
earlier asked Mair .in the 
survey. Mair was alsoasked 
to consider amoratorium on 
foreclosures ince, eald 
Levi, hundreds of families 
werelosing their homes as a 
result: 
Levi said foreclosures 
were rising steadily and 
produced figures from the 
court .registry. in New 
Westminlster which showed 
Business heads named 
to development board 
CALGARY CP + Jean 
Chrotien, minister of in- 
dustry, trade and com- 
merce, announced the 
appointment of private 
business executives to 
Western REgional En- 
terprise Development 
boards in an address to the 
Calgary Chamber of 
Commerce Monday. 
The  Enterpr i se  
Development Program, 
established last April, has a 
"central board, composed of
businessmen and public 
servants, and a similar 
board in each province 
which can make grants and 
loans of up to $20, -000 on its 
own," Chretien told the 
audience of about 200. 
"The grants are for in- 
novation, new ideas of 
processes, and loans are for 
adjustment assistance - 
which means helping a 
company change or merge 
or do whatever else is 
necessary to survive," he 
said. 
Regional board members 
for British Columbia nd the 
Yukon are Ben Wosk, of 
Vancouver, chairman; John 
F. Dunlop, vice-chairman; 
and Berek A. Inman, of 
Vancouver. 
The Alberta 'board is to be 
composed of A. Ernest 
Pallister, of Calgary, 
chairman; John H, Nodweli, 
of 
Calgary, vice-chairman; 
and a third member to be 
announced later. 
Members of the Saskat- 
chewan board are Dr, P. 
- -  Mair 
they had risen by up to 128 : 
per. cent. 
Malr said outside the House 
that percentage does. not i 
reflect the true picture, 
adding the only way to do so 
would be to collect statistics 
from every registry in the 
province. 
Mair said a moratorium 
couldn't even be considered 
because it wouldn't be 
practicai. • 
j .  
"I never cross a bridge 
before I see theriver. I have ; 
nat seen the river yet," he " 
said. 
However, ff appointed to 
the portfolio, he said, "I will 
serve." 
Michael, dean of commerce 
at the University of 
Saskatchewan d James S. 
Rogers while the Manitoba 
board i s  composed of 
Frederick W. Sellers of 
Winnipeg and W. L. War- 
drop, also of Winnipeg with 
third member to be an- Families 
nounced later. 
The regional boards will 
be rounded out with an equal return 
number of senior 
representatives from the NANAIMO, B.C'. CP 
federal public service, About 15 residents of this 
Chretien said. Vancouver Island city have 
Chretien told the meeting returned to their homes 
that a recent poll of business after being forced to flee 
executives has shown a during amulti-milllondollar' 
number of complaints, fire at two oil company 
"The thing that struck me storage depots last Wed- 
most of all was that many uesday. 
firms said they were AnRCMPspokesmansatd 
resigned to freight rate all displaced families were 
inequities as a result they 
d id  not look beyond the allowed Saturday to return 
Prairies for their market. If to their homes and apart- 
it truly is transportation manta surrounding the 
that is stifling 4heir urge to 
increase own own domestic 
trade, then we have road- 
blocks to remove." 
In a departure from his 
'prepared text, Chretion said 
there were people in. the 
. country "who would try to 
destroy US." 
"I want Quebec to remain 
in Canada, and as long as 
there is anything living in 
me I will fight for that." 
"A lot of people a re  
dedicated to the preser- 
vation of Canada." 
Later, at a news con- 
ference, the minister was 
asked about the possibility 
of an appointment to the 
finance portfolio. 
burned-out tanks owned by 
Shell Canada Ltd. and 
Chevron Canada Ltd. 
The families had stayed in 
motels or with friends ince 
the day-long fire broke out. 
Oil company personnel 
worked throughout the 
weekend to pump all 
remaining gasoline and 
diesel oil from the tanks to 
barges. 
Meanwhile, Inn Michael 
Tyghouiek, 28, of Squnmish, 
B.C., charged with arson 
and man-slaughter in 
connection with the fire, 
remains in poor condition in 
Vancouver General Hospital 
with burns to 90 per cent of 
his body, 
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Sexism on the 
baseba l l  cti, zmond 
We hate criticizing community groups that are livening 
up the town, but we can't let this one go by. 
This weekend's softball tourney ended in presentations of 
awards for various achievements. Every team got one. 
Good idea? Sure, we loved it. 
The inscriptions on the plaques were supposed to be 
funny, and most of them were. 
Bqtwe take exception to a few inscriptions: "team with 
the girls with the best parts", "team with the girl that puts 
cut the most", "team with the best legs" and "best-built 
team". 
We don't think they're very funny and the women on the 
teams probably didn't either, though they won't say 
anything becuase they're "used to it". 
Sammy Davis Jr. made the same point about Negro 
jokes, which he hated, even though they were supposed to 
be funny too. Every joke enforces stereotypes, hesaid, and 
even the genuinely funny jokes, told only for their humor, 
damaged the civil rights movement. 
Just like every sexist plaques inscription enforces female 
stereotypes'. Women are good for more than "putting out", 
having "the best parts" or "the best legs". Judging for 
thier fielding in the final game of the tourney they were just 
and sometimes better than the men. 
But snide comments inscribed on awards will only 
discourage other women from breaking out of their stereo 
types and trying out for becr-league baseball te~fms. 
Organizers and players in such fun-tournaments should 
do their best to welcome women onto the field - their 
presence rids the games of do-or-die competition and makes 
a sporting event a light-hearted affair where winning isn't 
the only object. 
Urban fishermen 
P ITTSBURGH (AP)- There are fish down there 
Thereare office buildings too. That's why anglers by 
instead of tall pines, auto the dozen line ~p each 
es}nlsaions instead of evening. 
"I started fishing here nature's perfumes, and 
barge-filled waterways 
instead of virgin streams. 
Yet people bait fishhooks 
on the concrete wharves of 
downtown Pittsburgh and 
wait for the abrupt bend of a 
rod to vault them into 
anglers' paradise. 
The fish, once limited to 
city tough scavengers, have 
grown more varied and 
plentiful in recent years. 
Some wind up in skillets, but 
city fishing is mainly an 
escape from the urban pace. 
"After a while, you don't 
even hear the cars; you just 
sit, relax and fish," retired 
mailman Frank Ruperto 
said while sitting, relaxing 
and fishing along busy 
Allegheny River Boulevard. 
As cars sped by 20 feet 
away, Ruperto sat in a 
folding chair near his auto. 
He watched two rods 
mounted on a guard rail 
over the river, dark green in 
the afternoon sun. 
"They put the guard rail 
because people were 
stripping stolen cars and 
then running them off the 
wharf into the river," said 
Ruper to, who baits his hooks 
with donghball - a pssteof 
cornmeal and flour he 
flavors with vanilla. 
"There are still a bunch of 
cars down there. We're 
always snagging lines." 
llC I' AII 
about 15 years ago," said 
Roberto. "Then all you got 
were carp and catfish 
because they were the only 
ones that could live in that 
water." 
"But they've been 
cleaning it up the past four 
or five years. Now you get 
perch, bass, blue gills and a 
few walleyes. You get good, 
clean fish." 
Carp and catfish, both 
hearty fish, are still the 
main downtown catch along 
the  Allegheny and the 
dirtier Monogahela River. 
"I caught a 39 inch carp 
here a few years ago," said 
Ruperto. "You get a lot of 
them 28 to 30 inches." 
As he spoke, coal barges 
churned past. "It's funny, 
but I always seem to get 
bites when the barges go by. 
Maybe they drive the fish to 
the shore." 
A short while later, a 
nearby fisherman souned a 
loud alarm. "Watchout, you 
donkey," he shouted to a 
man cruising with his 
family in a speedboat near 
thewharf. "You'll snag our 
line." 
The warning by Vince Doc 
Dougherty was to no avail. 
He lost 50 feet of line as it 
was caught in the boat's 
propeller and nearly pulled 
his rod away, 
j 
L 
"I'm sure he'll be sorry he m;ssed you." 
I 
[ Interpreting the News l 
i 
[ Voice of thereaders I 
WHITE TO BLACK RULE \ 
U.N' cold on Rhodesia transition • ' Yukonvets  
Iris Warner, Whitehorse The late .Klondike Pete 
author-researcher, is Huley, Hollywood Comedian 
and Gold Rush Pioneer, was UNITED NATIONS (CP)- A 
proposal that a UN peace force be 
stationed in Rhodesia during the 
transition from white to black rule 
has drawn little enthusiasm in the 
United Nations. 
A peace force for Rhodesia is one 
of the key elements in the latest 
Britiah-Ameriean settlement plan 
designed to move the white-rulnd 
breakaway British colony to black- 
majority rule by the end of 1978. 
The proposition has not yet been 
officially placed before the UN but 
U.S. Ambassador Andrew Young, 
who joined British Foreign 
Secretary David Owen in presenting 
the plan to the fan Smith minority 
govenrment in Salisbury last week, 
said the first step would be to con- 
vene the UN Security Council within 
the next 10 days. 
The Security Council, ff convened, 
would be asked to authorize a 
special UN representative to 
supervise a .liar and impartial 
transfer of power and elections. The 
special representative would have 
control of the UN force. 
One of the major political ob- 
stacles is that neither the White 
Rhodesians nor the Black 
nationalists have accepted the 
British-American plan and both 
would want to retaincontrol f their 
armed forces during the proposed 
transition period. 
The-Rhodesian government has 
about 50,000 full and parttime 
security forces under arms and the 
nationalists control at least 6,000 
guerrillas, more thana third of them 
within Rhodesia and the rest just 
beyond friendly borders. 
The idea would be for the UN force 
to fill the ~ void while an interim 
British administrator formed a 
national army combining elements 
of the white-led armed forces and 
the guerrilla groups. The UN force 
also would prevent either side from 
seizing the upper hand during the 
year-long transition period. 
But the idea for a UN force would 
he dead until both sides agreed to. 
accept such a contingent. Under the 
UN charter, a ~ force can be 
stationed in territory only with the 
agreement ofall sides involved in a 
dispute. 
The UN also may experience 
difficulty in finding countries willing 
to contribute troops. 
By tradition, troop contributions 
are drawn from the small and 
middle powers, such as Canada, 
which has expertise based on long 
association with UN I~aee forces 
going back to the first one formed in 
the Middle East in 1948. 
always a major contributor to the • 
UN contingents, now has ap- 
proximately 1,500 men stationed in 
three peace forces in Cyprus and the 
Middle East .  The Canadians 
probably are stretched to the limit 
on the number of men they can 
provide for UN operations since the 
men assigned are highly trained 
specialists and must he drawn from 
the ranks of the Canadian army at 
home. 
Some diplomats fear the 
P, Zodesian plan would face op- 
position from the Soviet Union and 
China in the Security Conncil, where 
each has a veto,, but others uggest 
that, for tactical reasons, the 
Russians and Chinese would agree 
to any proposition the Africans 
themselves ndorse. Both countries 
are deeply involved in Africa. 
working on a Remembrance 
Day 1977 feature story a~nout 
Yukon W.W. II Veterans. 
a member of the Yukon Unit 
located at Bear Creek who 
proved himself a sharp- 
shooter. She would ap- 
preciate hearing from ex- 
members so that their 
history may be recorded. 
Write: 
Iris Warner , 
14 - 5 Klondike Road 
Whitehorse, Yukon. 
YIA 31,7 
All Yukon Veterans~ are 
asked to answer the Call to 
ACTION, 
Mr. Editor - Many thanks 
for this generous space - and 
may. your circulation 
continue to grow. 
Very sincerely, 
Otto Nordiing 
Yukon Sourdough Veteran 
She has a list of 100 Yukon 
men and women who served 
in the three branches of the. 
Canadian Armed Forces. 
Many of them are now living 
in .the far flung parts of 
British Columbia, and 
across Canada. 
She asks them to send her 
the following Information: -
Number, name, rank, 
cture in uniform: ser~se " 
tails, medals ann awa , 
highlights of war ex- 
periences, and a touch of 
mpersenal background. 
• The Pacific Coast Militia 
Rangers had a Yukon Unit. 
Posties help 
senior citizens 
If there is no answer, a 
contact person amed on the 
registration card will be 
notified. This contact is, of 
course, a trusted friend to 
whom the registrant has 
given a key to the premiese. 
CALGARY (CP)- The 
Calgary post office and 
Kerby Centre, a meeting 
place for older people, have 
organized a new semite for 
senior citizens living alone 
in the downtown area. 
The service is called 
Early Alert and is an 
emergency information and 
referral system through 
which the letter carriers 
notify Kerby Centre when 
elderly people are not 
picking up their mail and 
may need assistance. 
If a person reigisters with 
Early Alert, an identifying 
label is placed inside their 
mailbox where it is visible 
only to the letter carrier. 
H the carrier notices that 
mail has been sitting in that 
box for two days or so, he 
will call the centre where 
the staff will check the file 
and. phone the person to 
determine if help is needed. 
B UT PA TIENTS OFTEN UNGRATEFUL 
'If the contact person 
cannot be reached, Kerby 
Centre's outreach depart- 
ment will make a house call 
and, if necessary, contact 
police. 
Early Alert was organized 
following the publication of 
a newspaper story of a 
similar project in New 
York. 
The director of that 
project said they'd found , 
elderly people locked in 
closets after being 
burglarized; p.,e~_le who had 
fallen and c0uldn t make it. 
to the phone; people who 
needed hospital treatment~ 
~d b~ddied3vJlbout a ~one" 
knowing. 
Bored with your job? Be a snake doctor 
"Snakes have problems, too," Shuier 
added. "They can get pneumonia nd are 
bothered by parasites." 
What was wrong with the rattler he's 
just swabbed? 
"I treated him for a bacterial infection, 
primarily of the fang sheath and venom 
sacs," Shuler said. 
"During capture and early handling, the. 
snake had a'rough time adjusting and he 
at  his cage that hainjnred his mouth. 
This caused swelling, and the parasitic 
bacteria present in the snake's mouth 
moved ,hand caused serious infection of a 
type that is usually fatal if not treated." 
Pneumonia is more prevalent among 
snakes in captivity than those in the wild, 
~huler said. Living with other snakes and 
reptiles, some snakes succumb to 
ailments that man has done little research 
on. 
Cancer and tumors also plaque the 
reptile world. 
that attacks the blood components and 
muscles of the snake's victims. 
Shuler slowly manoeuvres tile swab' 
around the fangs and paints the deep 
recesses of the rattler's inflamed throat. 
Carefully Allen lowers the stroke to a 
table. The snake doctor moves in closer 
and dabs medicine on an infected area on 
the top of the rattler's head. 
Treatment over, Shuler steps back and 
Allen lifts the patient and puts him slowly 
back into the metal box. His final 
movement dropping the snake's forward 
section and quickly slamming the lid - 
takes a split second. 
"There's not a lot written down about 
treatment of snakes," Shuler explained. 
He hopesto change this by working ex- 
tensively with sick reptiles - and healthy 
ones, too - and by publishing his findings 
in U.S. and international veterinary 
journals. 
before wideeyed specatators at the 
Alligator Farm. 
"I've been handling snakes - the non- 
poisonous ones - since I was a child and I 
guess it grows on me," Shuier said. 
Here's how a day goes in a snake doc- 
tor's life: 
Allen brings out his patient, the ailing 
rattier,•in a metal tool chest. 
The lid is raised and Allen, unbelievably 
nearing age 70, zips hishand in and 
bringsout the big rattier. He maintains a
firm grip behind the snake's pear-shaped 
, ! head. Allen s left hand grasps the snake s
• coiling body as he lifts him clear of the 
tool box. 
Shuier moves in quickly with a cotton 
swab saturated With a red mixture con- 
tuining iodine. The rattler esponds to the 
pressure of Allen's fingers on a strategic 
spot on its neck by opening its mouth fully, 
exposing the curved white fangs capable 
of squirting a deadly hemotoxic poison 
BUT A CCUSA TIONS GROUNDLESS . 
/ 
ST. AUGUSTI~]E, Fla. (AP)- There are 
still some uncrowded, challenging 
professions in this world. 
Snake doctoring is one. 
Dr. Jack Shuler, a young St. Augustine 
veterinarian, moves warily but deter- 
minedly.into this uncluttered field in 
• conjunction with his more routine ser- 
vices to the animal kingdom. 
One of his snaky ungrateful patients is a 
deadly, nasty-tempered eastern 
diamondback rattler with a sore mouth. 
Dr. Shuler makes house calls to treat the 
ailing rather and other eptiles at the St. 
Augustine Alligator Farm on Anastasia 
Island. 
First moves include "getting a handle'; 
on the patient, Shaler says. His assistant 
and snake doctors must trust their 
assistants fully - i s  Ross Allen, .,world- 
famous reptile expert and exhibitor. 
Allen performed for 47 years at Silver 
Springs and now does his thing daily 
Wolves:"gather around Graham ,, 
NEW YORK (AP)- Get something on a 
famed "good guy" and it sizzles. Even if 
It only raises a question mark, That is 
sort of what has happened to evangelist 
Billy Graham. But'he has laid out his 
detailed answer. 
an old tape recording has turned up which 
seems to undercut the original ira. 
plication that he had set up a "secret 
fund" alongside his evangelistic 
operations. 
"It put a question in people's mind 
concerning my integrity and respon- 
sibility," Graham said in a telephone 
interview before he left on his first 
preaching mission in Hungary. 
"The basic impression it leaves is 
groundless." 
That appears confirmed by the tape 
recording, made by an Akron Beacon 
Journal reporter, Peter Geiger, five years 
a series on Graham in which he talks 
about the fund to aid other evangelical 
work. 
"It vindicates Graham," Geiger said. 
"It doesn't speak to whether the fund 
ought to exist, but the tape certainly 
speaks to the fact that it wasn't any 
secret." 
Recent reports about he fund were 
carried by the Charlotte, N.C., Observer 
in a aeries on Graham. The series is 
being distributed in augmented form by 
Universal Syndicate of Mission ~ty, l~,an. 
In the tape recording in 1972, Graham 
says that the fund had been set up a year 
and a half before, with headquarters in 
Dallas and was "raising money to be used 
the world." 
That also is the gist of his newly issued, 
extensive statement about he $22 million 
fund, called the World Evangelism and 
Christian Education Fund. It was 
established in 1970 to aid seminaries, 
evangelical training and periodicals, 
missions, relief work, hospitals and 
scholarships throughout the world. 
"In its early years, we talked about it 
freely to various reporters and at press 
conferences, to anybody who would listen, 
but it generally was ignored as too dull," 
Graham said. 
Later, however, he said he quit talking 
about it" partly because heavy demands 
on it were more than could be met, and 
because it now is concentrating on 
financing a major Christian education 
centre at Wheaten College in Illinois for 
missions and evangslis:ii training, 
"It's not really untruthful for stories to 
butte go on to imply that it was hidden or 
secret is Just not true," • ' 
He said that the fund is independently 
audited annually and regular eports are 
filed on it with the U.S. Internal Revenue 
Service of a type open to public inspection 
at all times. 
Graham, now 58and the world's leading 
evangelist for a quarter century, has 
always emphasized openness about his 
finances and early in his career spurned 
the system of unrecorded love offerings 
which sometimes have brought abuses in 
evangelism. He insisted that his 
operations be overseen by aboard of lay 
. people, with allhis staff members on fixed' 
salaries, including himself. ' 
He said his salary currently is $~,500 
annually, with fringe benefits such as 
• hoapitallzation'maklng It worth $42,000, 
He also gets some additional, variable 
income from his newspaper columns and 
his father's farm estate, Reyaltinsfrem 
his books lately all have been contributed . 
to Christian education. 
Graham's clean.cut image makes him a 
tempting target, and a new book by a Los 
Angeles radio newsman, Chuck Aahman, 
The Gospel According to Billy, even 
purport links to organized crime -a theory 
based on Graham's past conversion ofex- 
convicts. 
Of some of the recent insinuations' 
Graham said, "I really don't understand 
it. It mystifies me;" 
Because of the recent flap, Graham said 
organization's board to start issuing 
fuller, more detialed annual financial 
statements "sO everybody will know 
exactly where the money goes and just 
how it comes in," whether or notthey're 
interested. 
Contentious tourney 
draws to a close 
By ALF, X SACIIARE facility promises to be at nament elsewhere. 
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. - It least 60--per cent larger, On the men's side, Vllas 
was a strange farewell to which should help, The vast finally proved he couldwin a
Forest Hills, a fornight majority of the sessions, of major title and thus 
which saw fine tennis share this year's l~--day tour- removed the only argument 
the spotlight with a bizarre noment were sellouts, and against his being rated the 
shontlnK;charg~ofracism, scalpers were asking ~ best tennis player in the 
demonstrations, the major and L5 for tickets to Sun- world. His 2.--6, 6--3, 7--6, 
tournament debut of a ~ana- day's final. 
sexual end a princess ,in Seal.~.~ we.ren't.the.only 
pigtails named Traey ones umnK me streem m 
Austin. Forest Hills..There were 
When Jimmy Conners hordes of hawkers peddling 
sent a forehand long at 2:21 T.--shirts, visors, cold 
p.m. EDT Sunday, making drinks and souvenirs. And 
Guillermo Vilas ef on closinK day, about 15 
demonstrators gathered Argentina the U.S. Open 
dmmp/on, a sporting era 
came to an end. 
After more than half a 
contrary at: the stately. West' 
Mde Tennis Club, the U.S. 
ehamplonsh ips ' ,  are  
Scheduled to be held next 
year ata new tennis faeili.tiy 
to be built in nearny 
FlushlnK ,Meadows. 
'°ghere s a lot of tradition 
here for me," said Chris 
Evert, who won her .third 
outside the stadium to 
prntest the U.S. Tennis 
Association's upport :of 
South African participation 
in international sports. 
HAD BOMB THREATS 
Other non--tennis hap- 
ponings included bomb 
threat~ on. opening and 
closing day; the accidental 
shooting of a spectator In the 
leg, apparently by a bullellet 
fired into the air by someone 
6~-final triumph over 
Conners was his 40th con- 
secutive victory on day and 
his seventh straight tour- 
nament ~.iumph--numbers 
that are impressive, indeed. 
Conners spoiled the show 
a.bit with his unpreeedent 
dis'play of rudeness, tor- 
off the court without 
waiting . for the final 
presentation ceremony. But 
the boyish charm of the 25-- 
yesr--old Vilu, a published 
poet in his native country of 
Argentina, more than made 
up for Conners' boorishness. 
WANTED TO WIN 
:'I wanted to win to be No. 
I in the.woHd,:and now I did 
that," Has said. 
hmeeeutive women's title to outside, the stadium, and Other developments 
reassert her position u the comments by a board among the men included a 
.queen. of tennis. The member, of, the .West Side seeond--roundupsetofflery 
~tadiumoourtisJustgreat.l clubwhiehwereintorpreted me Nastase, a 10ok at the 
as racist slurs against the classic strokes of Z--year--. 
old Ken Rose -- wall and the mean, every time I step out on it, I'm Just in awe of It. 
• Evert stopped onto that 
stadium court for the final 
time Saturday, when she 
defeated Wendy Turnball of 
Australia 7.--6, 6--. Next 
y~,,[, Flushing Meadows. 
can't even begin to 
community where the new 
facility Is to be built. The 
board member,  William 
MeCullough, resigned less 
than 24 hours after his 
remarks were published. 
But the break between the 
withdrawal of  top--seeded 
BJorn Borg during the round 
of 16 because of a shoulder 
injury. 
No •match drew more 
attention than the Open 
Open and West Side appears, dubut of Dr. Renee 
imagine Forest- Hills at final..Groundbreaking m Richards, the 43--year--old 
Flushing," said Rosie Flushing Meadows i~ trans-eexual who had to 
Casals, one of the most scheduled for next week, sue in order to gain a place 
Outspoken of the women and Slew Hester, president in the women's draw. She 
Idayers. of .the USTA, said: 'To  did better in the courts than 
! Then she put her flnger en goinK to get it bullt and get it on them, losing to Wade in 
hnilt on time. the opening round 6--1, 6--4. the problem. 
i~! "I like the atmosphere But even if the facility is 
not ready, Heater says.the And finally there was here, but it's just too . . . . . . .  
• ~,~, '  ~'~,-- '-  - "~o"  USTA would not consider Austin, me l-year-sis 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . .  ~o*o,, who umet fourth • " back Sire =""~ . . . .  "" " to O West Side an a ~uPt~ Seeded Sue Baker in a 
#!~ prepos.ed Flushing but,would move the " match that captivated the 
. . . . . . .  . • - - _  hearts of tennis fans across 
[ 1 the  'U 'S '  1 ' 
| ~ I I  ' / Austin, who enters the 
| ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ | ninth grade at Rolling Hills, 
| ~ • ~ •  • M ~  ~ | Calif., high school Thur- 
| ~ U U ~ L ~  l sday, won her  first four 
~, ' .~mm/  ~ "  me, ~ ~ , .  l matches to reach the 
l ; ' ' ~, ~ ~ j: * , , ,  I . . )  ~ , @ . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  ~ w | quarter-finals, where she 
i~ , , : ,~  J ~:.:~,.:~:.~ ~.~ .~.~ .~.~ .~,, ''r,~.~ ":', ,';,:.~ " |  was beaten  by Du¢cn 
~e.  ,vi.~. "~,~'~ !~,i~, ,..-~! '-.,, ~,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "' ~ - ' /  veteran Betty Stove 6-2, 6-2. 
Assistant coach .K,LL.~ q~q.4, 
for Vancouver Canucks 
VANCOUVER (CP) . -  Brown began his pro Milford said the ap- 
Vancouver Canueks hired career in the Toronto Maple pointment o f  Lever_ as 
their first assistant coach Leaf orgamzation in 196S. eapmm was noc a ]mock at 
Monday with the.  ap- He was. traded to the Oddleifson, who also is the 
pointment of National 
Hockey League veteran 
Asnie Brown to handle the 
team's defencemen in 1977- 
~8. 
The addition of Brown, a 
10-year defencemen i the 
NHL with New York 
Rangers, Detroit Red 
WinKs, New York islanders 
and Atlanta Flames, marks 
the first time the .Canucks 
have had an assistant in 
their eight years in the I~IL. 
'* The Canuchs also an- 
cou~ed that Don Lever, 26, 
a five-ycar veteran, was 
taking over from Chris 
OddMfson as. the team's 
captain. Oddl.effson, 27, held 
the poeitim mr one year. 
"We wanted a deles- 
RanKers in 1964 as part of a 
multi-player deal which sent 
Andy BathKate to the Maple 
Leafs. 
He  went to. the World 
Hockey Association three 
years ago and played his 
last pro game with Van- 
couver Blazers in the ~pring 
of 19'/5. 
• Previous Vancouver 
coaches Hal Laycoe, Vie 
Stanulk, Bill McCreary and 
Phil Maloney did not use 
assistant coaches, although 
Larry Popein, director of  
player personnel, aided both 
M[aloney and Kurtenbach 
kst ' season. 
Kurtenbach took .over 
from Maloney as coach of 
the ~Canucks Just before 
eemanas an assistant coach Christmas last season. 
because we already had a Maloney then was fired as 
enoch, Orland Kurtenhach, general manager on june z 
who was a forward in the md replaced by Milford, 
who prefiously held the NHL when he played," 
general manager . Jake same position with Los 
Milford of the Cenueks told Angeles Kinp~ 
a news coof~rence. "l've III 
watched Amle Brown ever • 
~eee bo played Junior with I Marlies (Toronto' 
Msrlbores), and I've been 
imilcsssedLwith e way he's 
handled himself. 
'iWe tNnk.that Amle 
be ,compatible with our 
coach because both were 
team-mates for three 
seam with the Rangers." 
'Brown.who has been out 
of pro.hockey for two 
seasons, said he was 
reluctant to give up a soles 
position in Toronto, but 
"Mood runs thick in hockey 
and I guess I was really Just 
waiting for the dght Job to 
come along. 
"I've known both 'Jake 
and Kurt for years per- 
sonally and Vancouver 
seems like the right pMce 
for me to start a coaching 
career." 
team's player represen- 
taUve reporting to the NHL 
Players Association. 
"We felt that holding 
down both .positions, player 
and captain representative 
was too large a burden for 
one person," said Milford. 
"We feel that removing one 
part of the job will enable 
Chris.to concentrate more 
on hockey this season. 
."We did not feel that Chris 
did an inadequate job as 
coptainlast season. There 
was much more to consider 
than just the captaincy. 
"We held talks with both 
players this summer and I 
came to the conclusion that 
the team would be better off 
with one player as captain 
end another as player 
representative." 
Lever, who went ~o 
Europe last spring with 
Team .Canada but did not 
IV  in the world chem- 
shim, scored 27 goals 
season and .had 57 
~inta, while Oddleifsen had 
14 goals end 40 points. 
REGIONAL D ISTR ICT  OF 
K IT IMAT-  STIKINE VOTERS' LIST 
-COURT OF REVISION 
TAKE NOTICE that any person entitled to be registered as 
an elector In the Regional District of Klflmat.ttlklne may 
makeeblKflon tothe retention of any Mini  apponrlng on the 
I~  of electors for the Regional District, end tM oblectlon 
my be made on any ground that would dllqusll~ the elector 
or applllxIM from Mvlng hie name retained or regllforod el 
In elector on the lilt of electors. Tills oblectlon must be flied 
lit tbe Reglcmal District Office, before October I, 1977. 
"A cOURT OF REVISION his been eppelntnd and will sit at 
the Regional District Office, No.9.4544 Laselle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. on October 1, 19)7, between the hours of 9:00 
e.m. end !2:00 noon, end will continue to sit If required, from 
time to time thereafter until all ipplals hove been heard. 
The court of Revision shall hoar all complaints end correct 
end revise the list of electors; and may 
(a) corm.'t the names of electors In any way wrongly stated 
therein; o r  • * 
(b) add the Mass of electors omlffed from the list; or 
(¢) strike out the names of persons from the list who are not 
~mtillnd to vote or who ere dlutuallfled from voting; or 
(d) correct any other, menitsst error therein, 
and shall add to the list of electors the name of any person 
who was qualified to have his name entered on the list of 
electors on the thl .first de of A est. 
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ALL  LISTINGS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
GUIDE 
Tuesday, September 13 §p.m. to midnight 
13 (NBC) 
.~  Let's Make. 
i , 
= 
Tonight 
Name That 
Tune 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
• TBA ~ 
TBA. 
CFTK 4 BCTV 9 KCTS 
(CBC) (CTV) (PBS) 
New Faces, EmergencY Mister 
New ads. Emergency Rogers 
TBA Emergency Electric 
. TeA  ~ com~n~ 
,Hourglass ' News * Zoom 
Hourgl.ass News Zoom 
'Hourglass Hev~. " Big Blue 
Hourglass News Marble 
;Utile House Eight Is MacNell- 
On Preirl6 Enough Lehrar 
Utile House Cony , Nlne's 
01 Prairie ' Cony Journal 
Horse David Steinberg Upstairs, 
Latitudes Show Downstairs 
~n¥ crv  Movie Coot" 
C~¥ "Return of the Cent" 
TBA Pink Panther" Something 
Cen¥. Peter SEllers .persanol 
EverYone Can't Mmty 
Everywhere C~nV Python 
n't, 
Con~,.' Cant' showcase 
Barney Cant" Cant" 
Miller Cant" ~t"  
9 KIRO 
(cgs) 
4 :00 News l'The National i ~s  News Latlno 
I :15 News' , Night  : Censortlum ~Jak 
| :30 Tonight Final Hour 
MiD :45 Show Hollywood Final ~ KoleK 
'1  A :00 Tonight Thirties The.Lafo Show I I(olak ' 
B - -D  : 15 Show "Blond Venus . . . .  A Clear and ~ Late Movie: 
I I  ,dF  :30 Tonight COW Grant Present ~ger°"  J" "Bestof the 
l ib  ~ :45 Show Con't Hal Hotoreak ~ Safe crackers" 
' 10 a,m. to 5 p m Wednesday, September 14 , , 
Wheel of rl:rlendly Giant ~ ~ ~ " 
l l i ; i s  Fo...  ' ~ ~ J " " " ~"nM "~ ~ r #* " " CompanyElectric . / 
l i • :30 It's Anybody's Mr. Dressup Definition Bread and 
die V :45 Guess Mr. Dressup Definition Butterflies 
' 1  ~ :00 Shoot For ~esame First Cover to 
i i : 15 The Stars Street ~resslons " Cover 
i ~ 430 Chloe And ~;esame Mulligan 
i . ih :4s ~*N~n . Street , ~ Slew 
qB A .00 Hollywood Bob McLean Noon Electric 
i - I  ~15 Squares show . . ..News Company 
l I :3o nays of ' Cant" Adam-12 Spinning 
Ik  i :~ Our Lives CBC News ~am.12 Stories 
4 :00 nays of I Dream "~lum~" ~¥ " 
I :i5 Our Lives of Jeannle Peter Folk Cover to covet" 
l :3o The Doctors Hollywood Robert Culp M is for 
:45 The Doctors Squares Ray Ml l iend  ~ Mueic 
~ ]  ~ . . . .  NASA /~ofhor 
World Reports 
I~MMr  Making 
Music ~ : ~  ~ .~-~-~- - -  ~ .--...-.....-- 
'~15 "The Healers" town Rod. 
i Equal 
~ ' t  . . . .  Justlc._ e .e  
TEA 
TEA ~ .' 
• TBA 
Ryan '~ Patrldo .Cr°wley 
Hope . Cony 
Eage Nan Homel 
Of Night Show 
u 
Take AJan Hamel 
.Thirty S h ~  
Colebrlty Another 
Eye of 
the Beholder World 
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DEER LAKE, Pa. (AP) -- 
~. Mulmmmad All and Joe 
Frazier got together 
Monday and .talked about 
: still another fight. 
: It •all happened at a 
2 r~tsuraut a few miles from 
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between Ali, Frazier 
where Ali is training for his 
world heavyweight title 
defence against Ernie 
Shavers on Sept. 29. 
Ali poled his head into the 
bar of a restaurant along 
Rout~' 61 in th~ Penn- 
Chuvalo still the 
champ, he says 
TOTONTO (CP) -- 
George  Chuva lo ,  
celebrating his 40th bir- 
thday, announced Monday 
he will again defend, the 
Canadian heavyweight 
boxing championship he has 
held through most of his 21 
years of professional 
boxing. 
At a news conference 
complete with birthday 
cake, Chuvalo.said his next 
opponent will be Earl 
McLeay of Calgary, II years 
his junior and ranked No. 1 
for the title by the Canadian 
Profess iona l  Boxing 
Federation. 
Chuvalo ended three 
years of retirement earlier 
this year by regaining the 
vacant Canadian crown with 
a lacklustre ninth-round 
knockout of Bob, Pretty 
Boy, Feistein of Toronto. 
He said the title fight on 
Dec. 5, at the CNE Coliseum 
likely be his last and he 
wants to go out with the 
Canadian public not 
thinking of him as fat and 
sluggish as he was for the 
Felstein fight. He weighed a
hulking 250 for that 
mismatch but hopes to go 
into the McLeay fight at 
around 225. 
"I .really want to go out 
looking good," he told 
reporters. "I didn't look' 
good in the last fight. I was 
overweight by 20 or 25 
pounds and I don't want hat 
happening in this fight." 
• The only thing that might 
lure him out of retirement is 
a fight.with Commonwealth 
champion Joe Bugner of 
Britain. Chuvalo and his 
one-time manager, Irv 
Ungerman, tried un- 
successfully for year, when 
Chnvalo was a world-ranked 
boxer, to arrange a Com- 
monwealth itle fight. 
Negotiations are under 
way now for a fight with 
Bugner, but Chuvalo ad- 
mired he's not too excited 
about the prospects of it. 
coming off. 
The McLoay fight will be 
Chuvalo's 94th as a 
professional. His opponent, 
who didn't urn pro~ssionm 
until 1972 after losing only 
five of 7 amateur fights, has 
won eight of 12 fights as a 
pro, seven of those wins via 
the knockout route. 
sylvania hills and shouted: 
'-'Where's Joe Frazier? I 
want Joe Frazier." 
The purpose o f  the 
meeting was a news con- 
ference, arranged by 
Madison Square Garden, 
which says it is unhappy 
about the number of days 
Ali has been away from his 
training camp. 
Ali jolted Garden publicist 
John F. X. Condon at the 
Taylor field 
gets expansion 
REGINA (CP)  - -  When the project  is 
• Saskatchewan Roughriders, finished, perhaps ometime 
!the city of Regina and the in the late 1980's, the 
!provincial government have capacity is to reach about 
:million dxpa~slon ofTaylOr- under 
i Feild, home of the Canadian 
very outset of the news 
conference by saying he 
planned to tour six countries 
before the fight with 
Shavers. 
Most observers did not 
take the •champion 
seriously. Neither did 
Frazier, who also felt, the 
and Ali would never meet in 
the ring again. 
• "I'd come back for the 
title," said Frazier. "I don't 
want anybody else." 
Someone aaked: Joe, 
"Don't you think he's 
serious about fighting 
you ~'' "Nope," said 
:Football League club. 
: The accord, which calls 
: for 8,000 sideline seats to be 
:added for the 1978 season 
:and the installation of ar- 
i~icinl turf for the 1979 
i season ,  was announced 
i Monday at a news con- 
'ference in the legislature. 
: Premier Allan Blakeney, 
!who prepesents the Regina 
i riding where Taylor Field is 
:situated, said the govern- 
ment's participation is 
:contingent upon the in- 
:volvement of city council 
!and the local government 
:board. 
Mayor Henry Baker said 
the $4.5 million the city has 
to provide under the 
agreement will be subject to 
a bylaw vote this fall., but 
plans for the expansion will 
continue before the vote is 
taken. 
The first step of the 
project will bring Taylor 
Field's seating capacity to 
27,100. There will be about 
26,000 seats between goal 
lines. 
• + . . . .  ,,+ 
Frasier. "He shook hands 
with me. So that makes him 
a bigger liar. Of course, we 
already know he's a phony." 
Another former world 
champion was also on hand 
-- Floyd Patterson, now a 
New Y¢ ~ State athletic 
commissioner. Patterson 
was supposed to lecture Ali 
ca the evils of not preparing 
himself for his fight. But Ali 
never gave Patterson a 
chance. He launched into his 
tirade about flying to 
London today and then 
visiting places like Hong 
F'mg, Egypt and Australia. 
The champion then 
worked 11 rounds in his 
home-made gym, talking to 
fans .  and scoffing at 
publicity people. 
"All these years l've come 
this far and they got to tell ~ 
me to get ready to fight," 
said All, who then pointed 
cat once again: "I am the 
greatest. I could be a male 
/ 
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Penalty considered ITOwn?+ 
for bad behavior j : 
NEW YORK (AP) -- The 
United . States Tennis 
Association (.USTA)..is 
considering taking punitive 
action against J immy 
Connors, who stormed off 
the court after losing the 
men's singles final of the 
U.S. Open tennis cham- 
pionships Sunday without 
waiting for the traditional 
post-match presentation 
ceremony. 
"The tournament com- 
mittee is looking into the 
matter,:' a spokesman for 
the USTA said Monday. 
"But no decision has been 
made, and I don't know 
when one could be ex- 
pected." 
.cannors did not stay to 
pick up his runner-up trophy 
or prize money of $16,500 
after he was beaten by 
Guillermo Vilas of 
Argentina 2-6, 6-3, 7-6, 6-0. 
He bulled his way through 
the 100 or more fans who 
poured onto the court at the 
end of the match and was 
escorted to the clubhouse by 
his mother, his two coaches, 
his bodyguards and the rest 
of his entourage. ,They pried 
into waiting cars and drove 
off. 
Tennis veterans said 
Connors' refusal to attend 
the post-match ceremony 
was un~ecedented in the 96- 
year history of the tour 
NFL cuts . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  +++ 
~.~.+ . . . . . . . . .  ,~g "  ++. ~ . . . . . . .  : . . .  . . . . . . . .  
th'C"'p-roposal; 
Blskeney said the city would 
provide 50 per cent of the 
financing and manage the 
project. The football ctub 
will begin a fund-raising 
campaign with private 
donations being matched 
"on a dollar-for-dollar 
basis" to a maximum of $1 
million by the province, he 
said. 
In addition, the province 
would grant the city a 
maximum of $2.5 million for 
the remainder of the 
project. 
Bruce Cowie, president of 
the football club, said ad- 
ditional seating for the 1978 
season is an urgent 
business. 
"The exciting thing about 
the expansion isthat for the 
first time the Saskatchewan 
Roughriders won't have to 
bus to Taylor Field for home 
games," he said. 
The defending Western 
Footbal l  Conference 
champions dress in the 
team's locker oom at the 
Regina exhibition grounds 
and are bused about three 
blocks to Taylor Field for 
each game. 
Kickers get 
even better 
The most proficient 
among all the kickers, 
however, isnewcomer Nick 
Jambrosic. The Hamilton 
Tiger.Cat rookei, who did 
not even get into uniform in 
his club's first four games, 
has been good on 12 of 15 
field goal attempts. 
TOTONTO (CP) -- 
Kicking field goals is a 
hlghly.skilled art that hasn't 
changed much with the 
years. 
In fact, Canadian Football 
League statistics how this 
week the square-toed 
brigade seems to be finding 
more ways to boot the ball 
~th added proficiency. 
: Last season only Montreal 
Alouettes! Don Sweet was 
able to kick five field goals 
in one game. There have 
been two such performances 
already this year just past 
the halfway mark -- Lui 
Passaglia of British 
Columbia Lions and Dave 
Cutler of Edmonton 
Eskimos. 
There were eight games in 
1976 in which a kicker was 
good on four field goals -- a 
figure equalled in 1977. 
Pas~l ia  and Cutler each 
has had four games in which 
they successfully booted 
flu'~,~ field goals. 
A Town 
is a group 
of people. 
1 
down to size [ It is schools 
Plaeekicker. Tom Demp- Owens never missed, a • 
soy and running back Jim game since joining 
Bortelsen of Los Angeles Washington i  a.trade with 
Rams and tight end Jerry 
Smith and safety Brig 
Owens of Washington 
Redskins were among the 
veterans placed on waivers 
Monday as National Foothul 
League clubs reached their 
final cutdown date. 
As the teams reduced 
their rosters to 43 players, 
other veterans dropped 
included wide receiver 
Larry Walton of Detroit 
Lions and quarterback 
Steve Ramsey of New York 
Giants. 
Dempsey, the Rams' 
placekicker for the past wo 
seasons, made 17 of 26 field 
goals last year but missed 
eight of 44 extra point at- 
tempts. In 1975, with New 
Orleans, he kicked the 
NFL's longest field goal, a 
63-yarder. He also played 
for Philadelphia Eagles. 
Bertelsen spent five 
seasons with Los Angeles. In 
1973, he gained 854 yards 
and earned a Pro. Bowl 
berth. He was hurt in 1973 
and 1975 and later lost his 
starting job. 
Both Smith, a 12-year vet, 
and Owens, an 11-year pro, 
are 34 years old. Smith 
caught 60 touchdown passes 
for 360 points, the most by 
any tight end in the NFL. In 
1967, Smith caught 67 
passes, the most by an NFL 
tight end in one season, and 
his 12 TD's equalled Mike 
Ditka's season record. 
From 1966-69, he finished in 
the top 10 in receiving. 
| 
e re 
ted 
'el 
mr business phone 
w 
listed for your customers 
Dallas in 1966. His 36 career 
interceptions make him the 
Redskins' all-time leader. 
The Redskins also placed 
defensive end Duncan 
MccolI, their No. 1 draft 
choice, on the injured 
reserve list. 
Walton, an eight-year 
veteran with Detroit, caught 
20 passes for 293 yards and 
three touchdowns. 
Ramsey, whom the Giants 
acquired from Denver 
during the offseason, was a 
starter with the Broncos last 
soasos,, but saw little action 
in this pre-season with New 
York. The Giants also cut 
defensive nd Rick Dvorak, 
a three-year veteran, and 
defensive •back Brant 
Seston. 
The Rams also asked 
waivers on rookie wide 
receiver Freeman Johns of 
Southern Methodist and 
veteran linebacker Mel 
Rodgers. Rookie guard 
Donnie Hickman from 
Southern California was 
placed on the injured 
reserved list. 
Offensive linemen~Ken 
Long and rookie linebacker 
Ran Crosby were pla.ce~i on 
the injured reserve l l~by 
Detroit, which Mso p|~ed 
tight end Orlando Nelson 
and placekicker Fred 
Steinfort on injured 
waivers. 
Injured reserve players 
are through for the season, 
while injured waived 
players may be reclaimed if 
no team picks them up. 
New Business's 
liar listed in our 
B.C. Tel Directory. 
K & J Aufomotives-638-8484 
Village Meats-638-1765 
Free. for ON E month courtesy of the DAI LY H E RALD 
Please Call 636-6357 
It is town government. 
It is churches. 
It is industry and jobs. 
It is retail businesses. 
They all have to wed( together. 
M must have the support of the people, 
Or there is no town. 
Give your local merchant a chance for your business. You 
shouldn't spend your hard earned money with him unless his 
selection is adequate and his price compefltve. 
But give him the first ~pportunlty to make the Sale. 
For the local retailer pays the highest percentage of local taxes. 
He most often is the civic leader who dedicates his time and 
talents to his town. He is contacted first for contributions" to 
charitable proiects: He provides lobs. Without his store you 
have no town. 
6ire the local merchant 
a fair shake. 
This message courtesy of 
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A JOe'., 
*LOOKING 
FOR HELP? 
• "11m Herald, 3212 Kaium Street 
! P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
~ Phone ~ 7  - Terrace 
Subscrlptlon rates: Single Copy: 
*' ;20 cents. _Monthly by cerrler 
• Three Dollars ($3.00). ' 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
$40,00,' Senlor Cltlzem I;20.00. 
' per year. 
Yearly by mall outslde Consda 
• $51.00. 
Autherized as second class mall 
'. by the Post Office Department,' 
.: Ottawa and'for payment of. 
• postage In. cash. 
• /,' Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
' for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
• word thereafter. No refunds on: 
. classified ads. 
• I. Coming Events 
Weight Wetchors meeting held 
,~' every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the: 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
,Terrace Dupllcato Bridge Club 
w i l l  commence play each. 
Tuesday night at 7: 30. Play will 
be In room 4, CalEdonia High 
School. All bridge players are 
invited to attend. For pert- 
nership or Information phone 
635.7356. (CTF) 
Thornhill Celorle Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhlll 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terreca and Thornhlll. 
• Loyal ardor of Moose Lodge No. 
1520, Terrace, B.C. Mast ing  " 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur. 
sdoy every month at 8 p.m. 
"phone 635-6641. (dr) 
INCHESAWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night et 8 
• "in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 
~2547 or 635.3023. 
There will be a Pony Club 
etartlng up for kids up to 20 yrs. 
of age. You do not have to have 
a horse. A moating at the 
Copper Rlwr Riding Arena wiii 
be held en Wed. 14th" et 6:oo 
p'clock P.M. For more In. 
~: matlon cnli 638-1791, 638.1769 635*6694 ~'.~' 7,9)22 . 
r Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sendmsn Inn. For 
turther Informetion phone 635- 
• 3442. 
• Meetlng - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). Firm and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladlesof the Royal Purple) - 
Second end Fourth Monday of 
Ma.th. 
14. Business Personal 
E.W. LondKaPing " 
BOX 454, Terrace, B.C. 
5psclullzlng In Lands, Trees, 
Shrubs, etc. Complete Tree 
Core • Insect & Erosion Control, 
Fencing & Contract Bleetlng 
LI54~5 
EUGEN WOESTE 
(¢.20,21,22 end of Sept.) 
Webb RefrileratiH 
4623 SOUCIE 635-2188 
' 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrlgeretors 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
:cff) 
I l l  
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
. Class A Electrical Contracting. 
' Free Eslmstes. Phone ~IS.S176 
"or 638-!231. (off) 
Golden Rule: / Odd lobs for the 
.Iobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Kalum, (eft) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeretlve Contradlng end 
household repairs. Phone 6,15. 
5iN or 435-1231. (ctf) 
19. Help Wanted 
General office help requlr'ed for  
small offlco. Reesensbte typing 
speed eseentlel. Reply to Box 
1162 the Dolly H6rald, etatlng 
uxperlence and salary ex. 
meted. (ctf) 
Substitute Teachers Required 
School District 88 
(Terrace) 
Applications ore requestm 
from queliflod teachers t( 
substitute tsech In Terrace end 
Thernhlll schools ,on-quellflnd 
persons with relevent training 
and experience mey also apply. 
Plesse apply In person t o the 
District Superlntendent's Of. 
rice, 3211 Kenney, Terrace, 
(C.6,7,e,9,10) 
I I I I  
19. Help Wanted 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence end police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 63';-2242. (ctf) 
4JUNIOR TRAINEES 
Suitable for teenagers 
• free to travel • 
Our company ,has Immedlato 
ol~nlnge for 4 lunlor trelnees to 
travel Onterle, the Marltlmes 
end Western Canada. 
f.~ Requlrements 
Of ege to trevel wlth supervised 
group 
Neat In appearence 
Able to start Immedlatoly 
No experlonca necessary 
WeSupply 
Guaranteed starting salery S6S0 
per month 
On the lob trelnlng 
Immediate expense, money 
advenced 
Transportation supplied 
Driver's Ilcance helpful but not 
essential 
For Parsonul Interview 
Apply Mr. Clarke 
Terrace Hotel 
Wednesday & Thursday Only 
10:00a.m.to4:00p.m.. 
No phone calls please 
Country girls and boys welcomo 
(c.8,9) 
22. Teachers 
Northwest College will require 
Instructors for the Fall 
Semester for the following 
Evening Courses: 
Basic Cabinet Construction 
Blueprint Rsadlng for Car. 
praters 
Basic House Framing 
Automoflve Electrical Tune Up 
Business Management 
Parsonnel Management 
principles of Supervlslen 
Interested person s are Invited 
to phone Mr. Olck KIIbern at 
635-~11. 
(C-7,g,9,)32 
32..~ Bicycles, Motorcycles 
For Sale: 250cc Hmquerne Dirt 
Bll~e LS00 0r trade for car. 
Phone 635-2919 offer 5:00 p.m. 
(~7,0,9,10,11) 
33. For Sale - Misc. 
For Sale: One oil furnace 
(Lennox) Phone 635.5490 (c-0- 
11) 
For Sale: Gold nuggets at 10c, 
25¢, 50¢ mln. order $5.OS. All 
orders C.O.D. Complete 
satisfaction or money refunded. 
We. W. Lerkln, Canyon View, 
Placer Mine, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c-7-21) 
Sewlno mechlnefor sale. AIs0a 
20" girl's bicycle Phone 635.5927 
(p.e) 
38 Wanted.  Misc. 
Mature woman •wanted as 
housekee~)er. Household 
consists 9f two men and 'an 
elderly ' woman. . Light 
'housekeeping. Phone 635.5391. 
Live !n preferred. (p.e,9) 
47. Homes for Rent 
Unfurnished 3 bedronm house 
for rent. Close to town and 
schools. . Ayalleble .Im- 
mediately. Only interested 
parties call 635-2153 (p0,9) 
48. Suites fo r  Rent 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
S~ite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New I, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove; 
drapes, carpet, rec ares, 
~auna and pool table, with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets, 
.(~) 
I 
• OlintonManor 1 
-urnlshed or unfurnished studl~ 
or 1. bedroom qpertmen.ts.. 
~curity enterphone. .Saunnl 
. 635.4261 
, 638.1032 . 
H ILL$IDE LODGE 
4450 Utile Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Full'y 
furnished; Reasonable rates b~ 
day or week. ' Non.drlnker~ 
~nly. Phone 635.6611. (ctf) 
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48. Suites for Rent 
For Rent: Thornhlll - Two 
bedroom suite with frldge and 
stove. Has hardwood floors, 
wood panelling and .electric 
heat. Good for ~mall family. 
No pets please. Phone 635.6668 
after 8:00 p.m. (p.8.11) 
,I bedroom basement suite for 
rent. Includes kitchen end 
washroom; frldge and stove. 
Heat aii"d electricity. All In- 
cludecl. Single person only. S120 
View at 4528 Olson Ave. (p.8,9) 
2 bedroom basement suits. 
Unfurnished. Fridgeand stove. 
Avellable Immediately. Steedy 
worker. Responsible people. 
No pets please. Only interested 
58. Mobile .H0mes : 
For Sale 1~x4,1 hou.le trailer. 
Large glass INItlOrd(~'S. A1 for 
leeY shack, work shop; storage 
shed. Terms Sl,30.0 cash $1,000 
Phone 635-$02~ after 6 (o5-11) 
o 
For Sale: 1970 Custonn;l(nlght 
12x'47' furnished. 1 large 
• 68. Legal  
I I 
SEALED TENDERS, marked 
Exterior Painting - Sksenavlew 
bedroom, furniture 3 years old. Lodge Terrace, B.C. for Ex- 
Treller and turnlhare In ex- '. tlerlor Palming e$ per Plan 126. 
eellent condition; Phone 635-I0.A5 will be accepted by the 
2691 (p.6,0,11) " :Honourable the' Minister, 
. . . Department of Public Works, 
1:b(56 1968 General Trailer. care of Foromen of Works, 4827 
Joey shack, stove.and frldge, " Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. up 
washer and dryer. Localed In to 2 p.m., September 22, 1977. 
Park Ave. trailer court. Phone Tondortng documents may be 
635-5927 Phone after 6:.30 R.m. obtained from Ministry of 
• Public Works, 4027 Kloth 
(p4,5~,7,e) - Avm'ua, Terrace, B.C. end also 
parties. Coil 635-5738 (p-8,9) 
-APARTMENTS , i  
Office No; 2 .  4603 Scoff. One,I 
twO and three bedropm apart- I
meats. Laundry .& .Storage] 
area. Near schools andl 
downtown. Clean., qulet,.I 
pacious, security lock-up and I
, t ro l .  I 
• 635-5224 l 
KEYSTOIi E COtJRT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No; 2 - 4603 Scoff. rooms. Terms negotiable. To 
view at see No. 7S at" PIn'e Park 
Phone 564-72M days. P.G. (c-4- 
8) :. 
49. Homes for Sale 
2 Houses for Sale: 1 - 4 bedroom 
and 1 - 3 bedroom. Phone 632. 
6632 Or 638.1786 (c-8,9,10) 
FOR SALE 
Premium constructed 3 
bedroom home on the bench. 
Finished basement with private 
mtrence containing 2 additional 
bedrooms or self contalnln| 
ranvenue suite. 
priced to sell at $49,500. 635 
3944 for eppelntmont o view 
cir.) 
Cozy home, close to schools and 
town, 3 bedrooms, large kit- 
chen, dining area. Full 
basement and carport. Prlcad 
In thirties. Phone 635.6829 (p.5- 
;)  
52. Wanted to Rent 
to rent: a 1 or 2 bedroom 
Trecyaffer 4 Kalum Motel 635. 
2362 Local 24 (p.6,7,8,9) 
Family transferred to Terrace,. 
Seeking 3 bedroom house 
Reliable tenants. Phone 635.2258 
Ext. 202 K. Blnckmore.(p-7,8,9) 
Wonted: A two bedroom house 
with garden and chicken areas. 
Contact Inn Crawford 
N.W.C.C. 635.6511 (p.7,0,9,10) 
Family of four wants a 3 
bedroom house with basement. 
Close ~o town. Phone 638.1969 
Rental purchase, 24x56' double '" Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. on 
wide In Pine park. 3 bedroom and offer September 0, 1977. 
onsuite plumbing." Exclusive The lowest or eny tender will 
master, bedroom. Storage. be a ccepted. 
room, living r~in';f .a~lliy~r~m, : , H.J.M0rl~lc 
kltchon, uti l ity end .dining Forearm of Works 
for Mlnlsfor of Public Works, 
.Parltamont Buildings, 
BritleWColumbla 
(c.T,e#) 
For Sale: 12)(40 Mobllehome. 2 
bedrooms, utility room, 75x100" 
fully landscaped lot. Also a 
10x12 storage shed. Phone 635- 
2736 (p.0,9) . . . . .  ".. i . . . . . . . . . : :  
66. Rec. VehiCles 
. .. • Sealed Tenders, marked Re. 
roofing Resldence.1826-2nd. 
For Sale: 1976 17' Vanguard . Ave. W. Prince Rupert B. C. for 
treller 13 months old. Fully Removal of existing roof 
equipped 849.5504 (o44) . coverings and Installation of 
~ " new roof covering will be ac- 
68. Legal' " " , cophKI by the Honourable the 
Minister, Department of Publlc 
ESTATE SALE Works, c<~ Foreman of Works 
• 41117 Kelth Avenue Terrace, 
The Estate of Gonrge Llffie, B .C .  VOG.1K7upto2p.m. 
offers for sale, the following' September 22, 1977. 
Estate properlY, located In Tendering dacun~ents may be 
Terrece, B.C. ' " " ..obtained fr.om Ministry of 
Lots one to'five inclusive, end Public Works 4827 Kelth 
Blocks ,I and 11; located on Avenue, Terrace, B.C. and also 
Laglen Ave., between Glacier 
Glass and the Curling Rink. 
Block 3, and the westernportien 
of Block 5, on the north side Of 
Llflle Avenue. 
Bids will be accepted to October 
31st, 1977. The highest offer or 
eny offer, not necessarily ec- 
captsd. Cash preferred. 
Gordon L i t t le , '  
executor. 
viewed at 4827 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C.. on and after 
September 9, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender will 
not nocemerlly be accepted. 
H.J.Morlock -Foreman of 
"Works 
• for Minister of Public Works 
Parliament Buildlnge, Vlctorle, 
British Columbia. , 
(c.7,e,9) 
4517 Ceder Crescent, 
' HEALTH • 
L w,ence e.L mU, M.O. 
Limit dairy fat intake 
DEAR DR. LAMB * My I am sending you The 
husband is 70 and I am 68 Health Letter number 7-2, 
years old. Your advice is to Milk Products: Good and Bad, 
use skimmil~,aq.uart.a.day, to give you a table of the 
Each of us uses auouc ULree values for various milk 
cups, some of it buttermilk, products and information on 
most two per cent butterfat,~ milk. Others who want his m- 
formation can send 50 cents partially skimmed milk. 
My husband doesn't like with a long, stamped, self- 
completely skimmed milk. Do addressed envelope for it. 
you thh~ we get too much fat Just write to me in care of this 
from the low fat milk? Is the newspaper, P.O. Box" 326, 
skim milk pawder all dl~..t? Radio C1ty.Ststinn/NewYork, 
Older friends toll us me,/ NY 10019.'/ ' 
Garlic won't help you unless buy garlic pills and take one 
very day. They say thby keep 
the arteries clean. Before we 
start his I would like to hear 
your opinion. 
• DEAR READER -- In the 
interests of avoiding an ex- 
cess intake of fat and par- 
ticularly saturated fat it is 
wise to limit the amount of 
dairy fat in your diet. That is 
the only good reason to use 
skim milk as opposed to whole 
milk. The low-fat, two per 
cent fat milk is half way in 
between the two products. 
About a third of its calories 
, are from fat.as opposed to half 
in whole milk. 
If you limit the fats in the 
rest of your diet that will not 
be too much of a burden on 
your fat intake budget. 
Buttermilk is a goodchoice 
for part of your milk intake. 
The •non-fat dry milk powder 
is fine and is particularly 
useful in cooking. 
• it cuts down on your sociMis- 
i~  and the inevitable a ".t~. 
accompanying any social 
gathering of our society. It is 
one of ~ useless health 
food fads that do nothing for 
you .except lighten your 
• pocketbook. 
The idea that garlic helps is 
as old as l)insofldea who first 
claimed it would clean out the 
arteries. The Egyptians fed it 
to their laborers to keep them 
strong while building the 
pyramids. One enthusiast ad- 
vised everyone to put a p~ece 
of garHc in the rectum every 
night before retiring. It is all 
nonsense. Gar l ic  will not 
lower blood pressure, clean 
out your arter ies ,  your 
digestive system or give you 
strength. All it cleans out is 
your pocketbook. . 
You'll need to stay on a gong 
ba lanced  d iet  that  is 
moderately restricted in fats, 
/ 
(pe.11) Works, 4827 Kelth Avenue, ST; ~.~NNtS, N.S .  1 (CP)  - -  
: " Terrace, S.C: up to 2 p.m., The GRebe College in this 
57. •Automobiles ~, September 22,1977. ' " Cape Breton community is
• Tmdering documents may be 
• obtained from Ministry o f  the only institution of its 
Public Works, • 4827 Kelth kind in North America. The 
Avenue Terrace, B.C. lad also college, which br ings 
viewed st 4027 Klsth b;~onue, students from across' the 
For Sale: 1973 Chev Mallbu ( 2 
door hard top vinyl) sports 
model - 350. P.S. & P.B. Clean 
Interior - One owner . Mint 
condition. New tires. Offers?'' 
635.3151 (p.8-11) 
Terrace, B.C. VSG IXS ~ each shift, who are un- 
(c-w.th.fr. 4 weeks) " CANADIAN BRIEFS • dergoing a two-month 
• . • " URGES PRECAUTIONS training program. 
~..., ~ MONTREAL  (CP) - -  AWARD OFFERED 
,~*: ~ .  " Every company should keep TORONTO (CP) - -  The 
-~' '~ .~ '  photographs and data sheets Toronto-hased publishers 
• ~.~:~ on all its managers to help McClelland and Stewart are 
' ~,~.,.-.:~:,,~-~' nolice in the event of offering $50,000 in prize 
'" '- ~' -~:  kidnapping says detective money and a $40,000 
SEALED TENDERS, marked Capt. Douglas Stone of the advance against royalties in 
Re-roof Sactlon Of Skeenavtew. Montreal. peUce extortion a new novelist eompeUtion, 
Lodge •Terrace, B/.C. "* for •squad. Stone's squad in- The competition, with a 
Removal of existing roof vestigated 51 kidnap- desdllne of Dec. 31, 19"/7, is 
coverings and installation Of " extor~on cases  last year, opentowritarswho ave no! 
new roof coverings will ha and he sa~s the victim's previouslypublishedanove~ 
accepted by the Hmourablethe family is  ellen too shocked and who are Canadian 
Minister, Oepartmont of Public to he~p police citizens . or landed 
Works, care of Foreman. m COLLEGE'UNIQUE immigrantS. 
B E L 'L "  S WORK 
1970 Ford Custom. Four dr. 
sedan, 302 cubic - Inch, 
.automatic. Priced to sell. 
Phone 635.6235 or 635-4328 (elf) Terrace, B.C. on ~ and after 
September 9, 1977. ' : 
, The Iowester any tender will 
1972 4-11 Volkswagon Station. not necessarily' be ncCeptnd,. ' 
Automatlc. Call 635-3581 after H.J. Morlok : 
6:00 p.m. (c;8.10) Foremen of Works 
for Mlnlefer of Publlc Works, 
Parliament Buildings, • 
Victoria, British Columbia 
(c.7,e,9) 
n " ,  
1974 GMC oA ton ,4x4. Low 
mileage. 635.2231 ask for Len 
(p4,5,6,7,8) SEALED TENDERS, marked 
Re-rearing Resldln'ce at 4819 
Walsh Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Transfers - Plates- Sales Tax. for Removel of existing roof 
See Wlghtman & Smith - coverings and Installation of 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611. now roof coverings .will be 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open acceptndbytha Hlonourebletbe 
Saturday. (~f) 
1972 Ford Torlno Station Wpgon 
automatic, p.b,p.s. 351 vO Radio 
Phone 635-6718. After 12:oo p.m. 
+¢-7-9) 
1977 Mercury Monarch. 2 dr. 
Like new condition. Low 
allege. Phone after 5:oo p.m. 
635.2303 (c.7-16) 
Minister, Department of Public 
Works, care of .ForloRn of 
Works, 4827 ,;KelthAvenlue, 
Terra, e, B.C. up to 2 p.m., 
September 22, 1977." 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained from Ministry of' 
Public Works, 4527 Kelth 
Avmue Terrace; B.C. and also 
viewed at 4827 Kelth Avonue, 
Terrace, B.C. on. and after 
September 9, 19;7. 
The lowest or spy finder will 
not necessarily ,be ec~pted • 
H.J. Morlok 
Foreman of Workl 
Public .Works, . .  
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, British Columbia. ' 
(C.7,5,9) . . . .  ' 
|m 
~ : i  " 
continent ogether to study 
the .Gaelic language,  
bagp ipe  music, Highland 
dancing and drumming, was 
established in 1939. 
For Sale: 1972 Ford 4x4, ~/~ ton. 
With radial tires, built.In radio- 
tape de~k. Best reasonable 
offer. Phone 635.4561 after 6 
p,m. and ask for Cal (eft) 
particularly sat rated fats 
and cholesterol., ensible liv- 
ing, not fads, is tl~ .' real route 
to health and lonz~evity. 
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I was 
surprised to re d in your 
column that som~ very young 
girls between the: ges of 2 and 
8 somet im( ;  "start  
menstruating ant some have 
even become pre~ rant. Surely 
that is a misprin'! Any com- 
ment? 
DEAR P~ADE ~t-- To err 
is human and mis tints do oc- 
cur along the pro( ~etion chain 
from me to your r .:wspaper -- 
but this b not age of them: 
The statement is ..~rreet. 
Dr. Robert Kistner, well 
known gynecologist from Her- 
vard, dlseussea t~:~ In his text, 
Gynecology , Pri ~ciples and 
Pract i ce ,  (Y 'a r  Book 
PubUsba~s, 2nd :dition 1971 
page 183). Usual,, when this 
o~nrs in very ~oung irls 
there is some un, erlying dis- 
order but it has ,mppened in 
apparently norm~,l girls, It is 
rare, however. T, e usual age 
to start mens~-uation is
between 10 and .6 years of 
age. 
(NEWaP,~PER I~ITJ~PRISE ~.)  
1-I1-'/7 (TAP~ NO. l) 
. i~, i -  DEALERS WANTED r 
•. ~ n~le 0r kmMe, vmdN IN I.PJL f~' till ale el name brlmd fll°M 
O~ KODAK WESTINGHOUSE 
'gJ BURGESS ' KEYSTONE 
1' POLAROID HOLSTON ,ALBUMS 
..~t~dumdnm~mUemy. ~L~mumwrdumm. amspm~m, fm. 
grM~ mm (~l~r plm in--myra 
CAll Mr. Green COLLECT (614) 228-175| 
INTERNATIONAL PHOTO SUPPLY  
164 N. Third St. 
Columbus, QNo 43215 
i 
Do It How 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
35n x 3r  
12 sheetl gn~. 3g~ 
'mE DMLY HERALD 
3212 Kdum St. Terrace 
i 
wu e 
towards • future in advertising sa~ea. 
A l~ l i cents  should be neat  in appear.:lnce, 
havese l f  management  ab i l i t i es ,  en joy 
meeting people end have the abi l i ty  to 
goner•to new ideas,  Sales experience 
wouM be •nsseat .  Your own transportation 
is necessary. Ful l  l ine of cempanyben~-flts. 
O l~0rtun i ty  for Advancements. 
m Acr: 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
4L10 LAZELLE  
TERRACE,  B.C. 
FOR PRIVATE USE oR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST LEASE TO OWN 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages M this rant.to- 
own plan. All monies paid el~ly to purchase. Why tie up 
your cash or borrowing,power. 1st and lest months rent end 
drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
| 
'77 F-2S0 97 Van '77 F-100 
Ecanollne 16 ton 
SI31 per me. SI27 per raG. $119 f:ermo. 
I 
'77 Cc~r  9/Camera 9"/Vokre 
SI59 per me. SI21 per raG. 5117 I" w raG. 
CALL LARRY HAYES-RICHARDS COL .ECT 
Ambitious boys or g|rls to do carrier 
routes. 
Good experience and earnings fo- ~ the 
right persons. 
R,!  ur. Ldm.lm 
The Temoe hi/ReraM 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ I * *  ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ~ Q v~ ~ I ~ ~ , ~ q ~ h l ~  ~ P ~ r 6 * l  ~ v q ~ ~ . . . .  • 
9117-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
!!40 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.~479A . 
EXHIBITED 
BADDECK, N.S. (CP) -  
A modern museum on a 25- 
acre site in this town on the 
Bras d'Or Lakes i s the  
showcase of the genius of 
Baddeck's most prominent 
citizen--Alexander Graham 
Bell, Exhibited is equipment 
used. by Be.li in his pioneer 
work in flight. 
MONTREAL  HAS SWAT • o : 
TEAM 
MONTREAL  (CP) - -  ' . ,e . . . . .  
Mont rea l ' s  ~. ,po l iee 
department says it m setting 
up a rov ing  spec ia l  weapous  Advertising Sales and tactical team which will 
be read X to intervene in 
bostage meidenis and flmb 
criminals from barricaded 
buildings. A police • .... 
spokesman says the team The Terrace Dai ly Herald requirer an 
have 12 men, four on enthus ias t i c ,  re l iab le  person to ~vork 
i , , 
PAOE l ,  THE HERALD, Tuesday, September 13, 1977 
I 
i]OMICS 
The Wizard of Id 
the daily herald 
ON THE LIGHTER SIDE 
by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
- ... I~KcU,=~ 
q'~ .~ 
Bon er's Ark Addison 
I NOTICE HALF . \ CUBChKE. / . e j  I1; J "~)W14 Wl¥1~ ~Ol~e- I / - '~  
'YOOR ~ • s " 
I A , .11  - 
. o  
B.C. ~, johnny hart 
Crossword 
by Eugene Sheffer 
ACROSS 38 -- Is- 55 Two oxen 
1 Piece of Chapelle DOWN 
concrete 39 Nervous 1 Do errands 
Exclude twitch 2 Learning 
8 Founder of 40 In what 3 Dog in 
Carthage place heraldry 
1~ Cavity 43 Type of 4 Holds fast 
13 Rather conveyance 5 Make wet, 
than 47 Members as grass 
14 Maple of AARP 6 Greek Mars 
genus 49 Comfort 7 Type of 
15 Spoken 50 Egyptian fabric 
16 Person god (ear.) 8 Kind of 
making an 51 Corpulent pastry 
affidavit 52 Agitate 9 Fre~es 
18 Lares and -- 53 Corn meal I0 Dane 
20 Workbench bread II Worthless 
devices 54 Endeavor leavings 
21 Evergreen 
22 Butane,. 
for one 
23 capital 
of Tibet 
U.S.V.P, 
(1~-~'~4 
30 Source of 
energy 
31 Cut a -- 
32 Wrath 
33 Book of 
Psalms 
36 Author of 
"Winnie- 
~e-Pcoh,, 
~15 
Avg. solution time: 23 min. 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
4 ~s  6 ~ We 
i, 1 
11 Empseidd 
19 Boston -- 
Party 
Stifle 
23 Cutoff 
the top 
24 Pronoun 
=-king 
Mongrel 
27 M/deMt 
gold 
Footed 
v~ 
29 Born 
31 Mr. 
Harrison 
24 Like a gull 
R0won 
row 
Cro~breed 
37 Coldest 
29 Savory 
40 Enfold 
41 Blood: 
comb. form 
42Type of 
jacket 
43 Rip . ':. 
H Delicacy 
45 Where the 
Amur is 
46 Road 
shoulder . 
48 Newt ~ 
9 IO n 
• - -7" -  
" "1"1 @"1" 
Catfish ~, Bog Boflen l ~,'° ., .. '11 ~"11 'a I~.,I i'" 
BXVJHVAX NCCJ  CHGYA NAC-  
XYBXB SWJY  WACN-SGB 
I ' ~ ~ . _ . . _ l i  II ~ ~./~1 l I t l l f . ." .V;~l~ I Yesterday's Cryptoquip--CAPITALISM CAN'T CAPITU- 
_ , .  , , .  
Today's Cryptoquip clue: V equals A Hagar the Horrible TbeCryptoqnipisasimpiesubstitutiondpherinwhieheach by Dik Browne letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, It 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
" / I1~ - -~ I ~ . .~OT ~ I~1.]~|~ .~.AP .~OI . I~T/~.  I~.T I vowels. Solution b accomplished by trial and error, ', 
I , 
[ ioonesbury ~ Garry Trudeau 
t/~ AN~ R:~A~Y,V ~WT ALWAY$ ~t I 70 OVe~,~ 7/./EP, [11[ II / (X/A'///V TAI~N~ 71~ ~-~ 5HORWe O~ 
I 
id~_~iPigo As fH/~ 2~O00-Ye~IR- ' i /.,..//// ,.,, "1-,, , ,  
o¢~ r~eg~o~ oF  ~ m~srooo~/ ' ' 
The Amazing SPIDER-MAN 
YOU-- =ROMISED YOU WERi:  UNFORTUNATELY, SO/~ETiN~E~'I [ EVEN AF THE DI-~ZRA_~SflT m ~ 17'~ HOP~I.F.S~I~P Z CAN' r "  
TWIA~ ! ;//WITH VIOLENCE" A FaW t~u.s'r BE HURT:- FORt I V,~/~S~A ~P==AK~.,. F~ II01~,¢I~/ EVeN r~IIATTER 
. ~ [ #oW h~UCH I T \L I~E I~ AT 
~w~v,  t~,.~, I Gor  1'O ~ET/  ~AYBE.  u#ons=m~tO, 1 
'THE NX¢~s'r P~,~T ~[ 
on A  voLu '=o  I!  
co~s ~r,,WAV.Ds,. It' 
BACK ON. ' II 
~,:3."y2'~::';"..!/.:? ,i:,","~IU",:: ''~ 
ByAbigail Van Buren 
19T7 by 1he ~l¢loo Tdbune-N.Y.News Synd. Inc. 
Don't Let Callers 
Run Your Life 
DEAR ABBY: I applaud your suggestion to take the 
telephone off the hook when you don't want to be 
disturbed. Too many people are tyrannized by the 
telephone. 
May I add that there is no reason to answer the door if 
you are not expecting company or don't want to be 
disturbed. And I am not suggesting that you turn off the 
liahHts and sit in the closet until who ever it is goes away. 
your lights are on and your radio or TV is going and 
you don't want to be disturbed," just sit there. 
It will prove that you are also not tyrannized by the 
doorbell. 
LIKES PRIVACY IN CAL. 
DEAR LIKES: Thank you for "applauding" my reply. 
Here's s Texan who didn't: 
DEAR ABBY: Your suggestion to take the telephone off 
the hook when you don't want to be disturbed wasn't very 
practical. 
Inour town (and in many othereJ, a telephone l ft off the 
beok for the period of time required to do a passable job of 
lovenm~ activates a '~owler" that comes through the 
earpieco with increasing volume. 
Believe me, it's not easy to bring a romantic interlude to 
a satisfactory conclusion with Ma Bell screaming at you. 
ORANGE, TEX. 
DEAR ORANGE: My suggested solution created such 
an.uprnar among my readers that I checked with the 
Pacific Telephone Company and was told that deactivating 
one's telephone by taking the receiver off the hook is 
forbidden because it cas create malfunction (crossed wires, 
overloaded renits, etc.) and foul up the system. 
Tim only colutlon approved by Ma Bell is to turn the 
volume down as low as possible (there's a knob at the 
bottom of the instrument) and place the phone under a 
pillow. 
DEAR ABBY: I have an awful problem that I'm sure 
many other girls have. I wear braces and when my 
boyfriend kisses me, st feels like someone is hitting me in 
the mouth with a barbed wire fence. 
I like him a lot, but because of this, it makes me dread 
having to kiss him. Do you have any suggestions? 
JODY 
DEAR JODY: Yes. Tell him to slow up when he gets to 
the fence. 
DEAR ABBY: I am a 14-year~)ld girl. My problem is 
that nobody ever touches me. My parents haven't hugged 
or kissed me for a long time, except when I.go away for a 
long time. Close friends outside of the family don t touch 
me, either. 
I am outgoing to a degree and sometimes when I really 
want to hug someone, I just go ahead and hug them, but 
they always tiffen up or back off. No one ever reaches out 
to me first. My mother and I aren't close. I neea someone 
older to talk to. 
I feel like nobody cares about me or loves me. I am 
intelligent. I don't have a mental problem. Idon t smell bad 
or I~n not ugly. I'm so confused-please n tp me. 
• WANTING LOVE 
DEAR WANTING: Tell your favorite teacher what is 
bothering you. Hyou'll reach out for affection in a gentle, 
non.threatonlng way (and a teacher can explain that more 
fully}, youll find what you are looking for. And God Bless. 
DEAR ABBY: Our neighbors across the street are 
lovely people, but they have one fault. They tie their dog 
outside in summer, and he barks continually, night and 
day, for no reason at all. I love dogs, so I can't bring myself 
to do anything that. might hurt .him, such as.p?iSOnnfh:s~ns i 
shoot him or turn him loose at night, although i con e 
have thought of it during a sleepless night while the 
barking was it its peak. 
I hate to make enemies of these lovely people by 
reporting them to the police or humane society. And ear 
plugs are out bemuse if an emergency phone call or knock 
on the door came, I could not hear it. I have spoken to 
these neighbors several times about it, hut they do 
nothing. Any suggestions? 
DOG-TIRED 
DEAR DOG-TIRED: Tell these "lovely people" that 
alnm your previous requests have been ignored, you must 
now protest to the authorities. Your rest is more 
important han their friendship. 
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have taken s teenage 
cousin into our home because she is in trouble. We have 
childrenof our own andare financially able to care for this 
girl and pay" all her expenses. She has one year of high 
school eft, which she will finish after her baby is bern. 
Now the problem: She wants to keep her baby. We have 
had our doctor and lawyer talk to her, and no one can get 
through to her. She thinks it is a "sin" to give away her 
own flesh and blood. 
Abby, this child is 17 and the bey will not marry her (for 
which she is lucky, as he is only a kid himself and not much 
good). My husband and I would adopt the child as a 
compromise, but we want her to put her past behind her, 
go on to college and start life over where no one knows of 
her mistake. We need your help in convincing her that this 
would be best for her and the baby. Please help me. 
ANONYMOUS 
DEAR ANONYMOUS: It would, appear that the g~l, 
under the guise of selflessness and sacrmee, xeem gunw 
and is determined to punish hersqlf for her mistake. 
Actually, she would be punishing the child more. 
For you to adopt he baby would be as grove a mistake 
• as for her to keep it. I know of no one more qualified to deal 
with "sin" than a clergyman. Ask yours to talk to the girl 
For Abby'a new booklet, "What Teen.users Wantto  
Kmw," Rnd 81 to Abigail' Van Buren, 132 Lasny ur., 
Beverly urns, calf.  90212. Please enclose a long, 
self.addressed, stamped (~A~) envelope. 
